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MECHAI\ICAL MUSIC SALE
Thursday September 18, 1986 at 2.OO p.m.

Erhlich's 'Orpheus'
Mechanical Zither

Symphonion
t35/e inch

Long Case Clock

Catalogues
available from

the end of August

from: CHRISTIES
SOUTH KENSINGTON

85 OLD BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON S\?7 3LD. TELEPHOM:01-581 7611.



BeIIe Vue Box Repairs
Musical Box Specialists

48 ALPHA ROAD, SOUTHVILLE,
BRISTOL BS3 lDH.

Telephone (0272\ 662010

Offer to completely restore the movement of your cylinder musical box
(and the case as well if required). Written estimate supplied.

We can also provide cylinder repinning and governor overhaul services.

However, we do not supply parts or do comb work unless carrying out a

complete overhaul.

Repinning from f 11 per inch of cylinder length.

More than 350 cylinders completed.

Good restored boxes for sale.

48 ALPHA ROAD,
SOUTHVIILE,

BRISTOL BS3 lDH.
Telephone (0272) 6620f0

\AANTBD
O AUTOMATA- Choice FrenchPieces byVichy,

Lambert, Decamps, Phalibois, etc.

ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN LARGER.
MORE COMPLICATED PIECES.

O Large Blackamoor Fluteplayer by Jean Roullet

O LARGE WELTE ORCHESTRION- STYLE 3

OR LARGER.

O HUPFELD PHONOLISZT-VIOLINA.

I am interested in restored or unrestored pieces
of any of the above.

Private collector will pay market prices for
these pieces. I'M NOT LOOKING FOR
BARGAINS.

Send photos and descriptions to:

KENNETH GOLDMAN
P.O. BO){1477
BOSTON, MASS. O2tO4 U.S.A.
'PHONE 617-444-9539.

SHIPDHAM, THETFORD, NORFOLK.
TEL: DEREHAM820277.

AFTER 7 p.m. TVATTON 881,149.

Callers by Appointment Please.

NEW DISC BOXES MADE TO ORDER
AN D REN OV ATIO N S A N D ERTAKEN

D/SCS COPIED AND NEW D/SCS
FOR ALL MACHINES

WE MAKE THE FOLLOWING TO
SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Cabinets, Bins, Pediments, Star Wheels,

Bedplates, Motors, Combs.

D UP LICATED MACH IN ES FOR
SALE OR EXCHANGE.



'Quality 'Service ' Price
These are just as important to us as they

are to you.

You can count on us to give you what
you want, when you want it.

FOR ALL YOUR
PRINTING REQUIREMENTS

CONTACT MBSGB MEMBER

Douglas Pell
on: 0203 364144

Crondal Rd., Exhall, Coventry.

QUALITY T VALUE' SERVICE

NEW MODrcL 22 KEYLESS FAIR ORGAN

The finest quality. most robust and reliable small
Fair Organ available. It is blower operated and has a
mellow tone yet is very powerfully voiced. There is a

choicc of two proscenium styles.

Literature, photographs and tape U.K. f3.50
Ovcrseas f8.00 Sterling.

All other U.K. enquiries S.A.E. please.

FFYNNON HELYG. BONCATH. DYFED, WALES SA37 OJU.
TEL: 023 977 332.

JOHN COWDEROY ANTIQUES
The Musical Box Centre

40 - 42 South Street Eastbourne
Tel: 0323 20058 (Day) 0323 504590 (Evenings)

SPECIALIST IN THE RESTORATION OF
MUSICAL BOXES AND CLOCKS

After restoration

We buy and sell

Musical Boxes

Disc Machines
Clocks
Furniture
Silver

Jewellery
Items of interest

Two large showrooms
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MONTmON HOUSE ANTIQUES
(MICHAEL BENNEIT-LEVY)

For Buying or Selling
Mechanical Antiques & Curios
Wind-up Gramophones
Phonographs
78 Records
Mechanical Organs
Clocks
Scientific Instruments
Pianolas
MusicalBoxes
Medical Instruments
lrons
Typewriters
Early Radios & Crystal Sets
Cameras & Early Photographs
Vintage Bicycles
Automata
Slot Machines
Early Kitchen Equipment
Toys
Machines & Things '

Callers by appointment please

MONIilON HOUSE, OLD CRAIG HALL, MUSSELBURGH
MIDLOTIIIAN, SCOTLAI\D. (15 minutes from Edinburgh city centre)

031-665-s7s3



JOE PETTITT at Bridgebarn

COIN.OPERATED AMUSEMENTS
OF ALL TYPES

VICTORIAN TO 1930's ERA
PLUS MANY OTHER INTERESTING MUSICAL AND MECHANICAL ITEMS

Antiques
otall

descriptions

Openmost
daysand
weekends

Sats.after2pm.

BRIDGEBARN & HAYBARN ANTIQUE CENTRES
THE GREEN, MAIN ROAD,
BATTLESBRIDGE, ESSEX.

Telephone: Wicklord (037 44) 63500 & 55U.
44 Other dealers in four buildings (ideal for the ladies to browse!)

SPECIALIST DISC BOX REPAIRS

rtrnli h.roloorst rrtrtvt(

J. D. WEIR F.B.H.I.
* Note new address *

Parkview, 72B Glengate, Kirriemuir, Angus,
Scotland DD8 4JG

Telephone Kirriemuir (0575) 737E1

All aspects ofwork on cylinder boxes undertaken.

Services offered include:-

* Cylinder re-pinning - no limitation to size.

t Eccentric or worn cylinder pins re-ground true to
cylinder pivots.

* Allmannerofcombwork.
* 'Cutting back. Re-tuning.
* Re.leadingandTuning.
* Re-facingstarwheels.
* Setting up and adjusting gantries.

* Motorrepairs.

In fact anything necessary to completely overhaul your
musical box.

Work can be collected and delivered anywhere.
Distance genuinely no object.

Lesley Evans
PI-AYER PIANO SPECIALIST

High Quality Grand and Upright Player Pianos
Restored throughout to the Highest Possible
Standards usually available from stock.
We are occasionally able to undertake the
restoration of clients' own instruments. Please
telephone for further details.

A Large Slock of Original Rotls
(88 and 65 note)

Plus the entire range of
NEW JAZZMASTER AND RAGMASTER

ROLLS

Always available at Competitive Prices

VISIT US AT LISS
(phone Liss [0730] 894086 for appointment)

or send S.A.E. for details to:-

P.O. Box 12 . ALRESFORD . HANTS.
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hesident Jon Gresham
Westwood House, North Dalton, Driffield,

North Humberside.

Vice President: Stephen Ryder
495 Springfield Avenue, Summit

New Jersey 07901, U.S.A.

Subscriptions Secretary: Ted Brown
207 Halfway Street Sidcup, Kent DAl5 8DE.

To whom all subscriptions and subscription
enquiries should be addressed.

Membership Secretary: Reg Waylett
40 Station Approach, Hayes, Bromley, Kent BR2 7EF
To whom all applications and queries relating to

new membership should be addressed.

Meetings Secretary: Alan Wyatt"
The Willows, 102 High Streel Landbeactr,

Cambridge CB4 4DT.

Tfeasurer: Bob llolden.
Falconhurst Pilgrims Way, Guildford,

Surrey GU4 8AD.

Recording Seoetnry: Sue Holderu
Falconhurst Pilgrims Way, Guildford,

Surrey GU4 8AD.

Auditor: Stephen Cockburn,
Marshalls Manor. Cuckfield. Sussex.

Editor: Gtaham Whitehead,
Broadgate Printing Co. Ltd.

Crondal Road, Exhall, Coventry CV7 gNH.

Archiuist Peter lloward,
9 Manor Close, Felpham, Bognor Regis PO22 7PN.

To whom all contributions to the archives should be
sent and at whose address the archives are housed.

Auction Organiser & Conespondi.ng Secretnry Roger Kempsorg
32 Woodleigh Gardens, Whitchurctr, Bristol BS14 9JA

To whom all general correspondence should be sent also
responsible for the organisation of all auctions at Society

meetings.

Aduertisement Manager: John Powell,
33 Birchwood Avenue. Leeds 17.

West Yorkshire LS17 8PJ.

Committee Members:
Christopher Proudfoo! c/o Christies,
South Kensingtorl London SW7 3JS.

Reg Mayes: 171 Barnet Wood Lane, Ashtead,
Surrey K21 2LP.

Keith Harding: 93 Hornsey Road, London N7 6DJ.

John Phillips: 'Langley', Denmans Lane, Fontwell,
West Sussex

Alison Biden: St Giles Hilltop, Northbrook Close,
Winchester, Hants SO23 8JR.

Bob Leach: 31 Perrv Hill. London SEG 4LF.

Front Coven Justin Gouthier (uncle of the Baud brothers)
drilling the holes in small cylinders.
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All collectors will be extremely sorry to
learn that a member has lost several
valuable Musical Boxes, stolen from
well protected premises in Birkenhead.
Sophisticated alarm equipment proved
useless as thieves entered through one
unprotected fanlight 10 ft above ground
level. Mr. Kern is sure he can identify
these items, if he gets the chance to, but
such vague descriptions would fit very
many innocent musical boxes on the
shelves of Shelagh Berryman or Keith
Harding any day.

This emphasizes once again the need
for collectors to have their collections
properly recorded, since none of the
stolen musical boxes could be positively
identified from the descriptions provided

Keith Harding had a major burglary in
1978. The big difference was that Keith
was in a position to issue an illustrated
catalogue in several languages which
was sent all over the world, and as a
result more than half the items were
eventually recovered, mainly from
Holland and Germany.

An adequate description must include
features which are specific to the partic-
ular musical box being described. It
should most certainly include the serial
number, the programme if known, and a
description of any unusual or decorative
features, such as the design of the
inlay.

Also, the value of photographic
records cannot be overstressed. Photo-
graphs often show blemishes and minor
damage (especially around the base)
which would be impossible to document
in any other way, and again provide
positive identification.

As many readers know, Keith Harding
has been trying to build up the com-
pletest possible record of all Nicole
Frbres musical boxes. Records include
serial number, gamme number and list
of tunes played, length and diameter of
cylinder, and any unusual features. May
we please ask anyone who has not
already done so to let him have these
details of any Nicole Frbres boxes they
come across ? His records have inciden-
tally led to the recovery of a number of
stolen boxes by this maker, and have
made Nicole Frbres musical boxes rnuch
harder for the thief to dispose of and
therefore Iess attractive to the profes-
sional criminal.

We can only hope for the capture of
these criminals and the safe return of
these musical boxes to their rightful
owner. For the rest of us, the uery least
we should do is to buy now a UV pen and
mark our goods with our postal
codes !

Swiss
Glockenspiel
gets
second touch

Within six months of its installation,
London's Leicester Square Glocken-
spiel, installed on the facade of the
Swiss Centre, is being modified.
Improvements have now been com-
pleted that make this unusual attrac-
tion even more impressive.

Understandably, designing a
computer operated carillon, or glock-
enspiel as the Swiss prefer to call it, is
far from a simple task Despite all the
technology, no one really knows how it
is going to sound until it has been
installed and tried. Initially, the
number of bells and choice of scale
had been a dificult decision Arthur
Ord Hume adviser to the Swiss
National Tourist Office, from the
outset recommended a larger com-
pass, but due to cost considerations
the bells were limited to 25, which
with the exception of lower C sharp,
extended chromatically from C to C
sharp.

The good news is that it has now
been agreed to add 2 further bells, D
and E at the top end of the scale, the
extra weight of the two bells will be
approximately 22 Kg.

The bells are stnick by hammers
operated by solenoids. This has caused
another problem as it has proved
impossible for the solenoid operated
hammers to strike the bells with any
degree of expression. With such limi-
tations, musical arrangements have to
be very carefully thought out to avoid
the melody, countermelody and
accompaniment which all play at
even volume, from "drowning" each
other. This problem has now been
overcome by installing a second set of
hammers to each bell and by modifying
the programmable computer so that
both the loud and soft hammers can
be operated independently.

The other problem concerned
programming the computer's memory.

Initially, the performer would sit at
the keyboard (see page 172) and play
a live performance, which through an
electrical connection between the
keyboard and hammer solenoids,
would play the bells outside. At the
same time these melodies would also
be committed to the computer's
memory. This system proved unsatis-
factory as only the closer'bells were
audible inside, to the performer.

In the new system a two manual
keyboard is being used. The upper
manual offering piano and the lower
full power or forte. A synthesiser has
also been connected to the keyboard
and the performer is now able to use
the synthesiser for practice and
computer recordings. Once satisfied
with the arrangemen! the synthesiser
is switched "off," and with the glocken-
spiel "on" and the "recording' listened
to naturally from outside. The glocken-
spiel normally plays daily at 1200,
1800 and 2000 hours. I

Mechanical
Music
aids Tourism

ln a "Pied Piper of Hamelin" type
exercise, the strains of mechanical
music are being used to lure tourists to
the heart of England.

Recent front page headlines of the
local Evening paper read "TV bait to
woo jittery Americans" this article told
of the tourist industry's gloomy outlook
for this summers prospects and the
effect on local economies due to the
cancellation of British Holidays by
thousands of Americans worried about
terrorism and the threat of Libyan
reprisals following the US bombing
raids which were backed by the Thatcher
Government. Paul Allan Marketing
Manager at Warwick District Council's
Recreation Department set out to put
the Americans minds at rest by commis-
sioning a Television film made about the
area that would hopefully counter all the
negative publicity "It is a positive effort
to show that we Iive in tranquil and
peaceful surroundings" he said- "The

aspg
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"-On".r, 
is on the cultural heritage of

Warwick and Leamington area." The
film has been backed by Warwick
District Council Warwick Castle and
The Heart of England Tourist Board.

In an attempt to portray the tranquility
and peacefulness of the area the tele-
vision crew filmed the village of Napton
and its Nickleodeon where a group of
Women's Institute members were
obviously well relaxed happily dancing
and singing the night away.

The film received an airing on
American Cable Television at 10 pm on
Sunday the 18th May, in a programme
called "Touring in Britain"

The councills decision to film mech-
anical music at Napton was based on its
general interest value and the fact that
Napton Nickleodeon provides visiting
groups with a venue that is primarily
open during the evening at a time
when most other attractions are
closed. I

STOLEN MUSICAL BOX
The Society has received information
regarding a stolen "Bells in Sight'
cylinder musical box. The 28mm
cylinder playing 12 airs as listed on
the original tune sheet (includes
'Hark the Herald Angels Sing'),
accompanied by five graduated
bells applyable at will Zither attach-
ment Tune indicator. The walnut
case is inlaid at front and lid with
satinwood and mother-of-pearl, the
ends being ebonised. Motor and
case completely restored. 54cm
wide. Maker possibly Baker Troll
Any information please to:-

John Suter, Art & Antiques
Section, Davies & Co., Chartered
Loss Adjusters, Tel: 0703 36933, or
Det Cons Basson Tel 0703 452206.

Pierre Eich Archives uncovered
From the years around 1909 to 1939,
the firm of Pierre Eich in Ghent
Belgium produced a range ofmechan-
ical musical instruments. The more
popular Eich instruments were the
Solophone, an automatic piano
accompanied by between three and
six ranks of pipes, the Piano Jazz, a
piano incorporating an accordian and
the Super Violin, an automatic piano
with mandolin attachment and violin
pipes. After the closure of the firm
certain records and catalogues were
acquired by Mr A Baude, but more
recently MBSGB member Daniel De
Bie has obtained for his own archives
further company records from the
factory which is still standing.

Mr De Bie has forwarded some
interesting information about this
orchestrion builder whose instruments
were rarely exported Piene Eich's
workshop was at 29 Rue de Destel-
bergerl Mont, St Amand, Gand in
West Balgium near to Ghent

Pierre Eich's business reached a
peak in the 20s, but by 1932 sales
were failing due to competition from
other sources, mainly non mechanical
Correspondence at that time shows
that in an attempt to create trade,
Pierre Eich was offering to buy back
his earlier instruments in part
exchange for his latest product the
Discophone (Discofoon). This was an
automatic gramaphone with a coin
triggered, pneumatically <lperated
disc selection system. An early juke
box.

Mr De Bie discovered the pipework
for the Solophones and orchestrions
were made in the Black Forest by
Gustav Schonstein at Villingen A
transaction dated the 30th October
1931 shows that Schonstein supplied

Danny De Bie with files from the
Pierre Eich firm.

12 ranks of violin pipes, not regulated
or voiced and there was 13 pipes per
rank for a total of Rm 800. At the same
time Eich. sold a Solophone in an oak
finish with accessories probably
consisting of lamps and a motor for
23,836 Belgian Francs.

Mr De Bie's earliest records of
Pierre Eich go back to the 1890s and
the records show these instruments
were also popularin the silent cinema
There are numerous letters from
cinema owners requesting service
calls Perhaps they didn't work too
well in the dark

Eich's best customer, a dealer,
appears to have been Justin Van
Hyste of Ghent

Pieme Eich died around 1932 and
his wife continued to run the business
until the outbreak of the second world
war, in 1939. I

Extract from a
Crime Prevention Bulletin
"A London resident possessed a large
number of expensive oil paintings.
These were all,marked on the frame
with an Ultra Violet Pen Subsequently
the mans car with seven paintings in
the boot was stolen. The car was
recovered abandoned a few days later
without the paintings. Eight weeks
later police in the Home Counties
raided an address and recovered a
quantity of paintings included in
which were the above seven which
were all identified by the use of a U.V.
Lamp. The paintings were all restored
to their owner. One man was arrested
and charged"

Remember, if you have not yet post
coded your collection you need your
full post code and the number ofyour
house. The soft wood base or back of a
musical box is an ideal surface on
which to put your code and it is
impossible to remove. It is vitually
invisible and it soaks into the wood
without damage. A U.V. Pen costs
about tl. Is your collection worth
that? I

A MUSICAL SCARECROW

This unusual picture appeared in a recent edition of the Shooting Times.
Photographer Peter Loft spotted this unlikely trio at Harry Burt's farm at
Sproatley, Humberside. The farmer's creation was designed to protect the crops,
this musical trio known as Scarecrow Sid & Co. must also be Britain s most artistic
bird scareing'set-up',
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BURGLARY
u2 JUNE, 1986
FROM BIRKENHEAI),
MERSEYSIDE
Enclosed is a list of items from my
collection which have been stolen.

Members. either collectors or dealers
may be offered these boxes, may see them
for sale either at auction, in shops or
antique fairs or indeed may have already
purchased them. Understandably they
may be resold anywhere in the country or
abroad.

Also the restorers themselves will be
able to identify the boxes as mine.

If items fitting the general description
are offered or, are seen, or indeed rnay
already have been acquired please contact
the writer and the police.

If items offered, seer! or acquired, fit
the general description, I would like also to
know so that I can identify them positively
as my property or not

These items form part of my personal
collection and are unfortunately not
insured.

I am therefore very anxious to trace my
stolen property and ifpossible apprehend
the thieves so that others cannot suffer the
same fate.

I would therefore request the kind
assistance of fellow members and look
forward with optimism to a successful
conclusion

Yours faithfully,
W. H. KERN,
Managing Director,
Salesflo Equipment Ltd.,
16-18 Colquitt Street (off Bold Street)
Liverpool Ll 4DG, England.
Telephone: 05I-7 09 4252

Antique items stolen include:-
CYLINDER MUSICAL BOXES
Triple Comb Sublime HarmonY
Cylinder Box - With zither bar attach-
ment for comb - fully restored. 'Triple
comb' means that the metal tooth comb is
in three sections in its length, cylinder
approx. 12/13", lever wound-

Theobald-Lamy Cylinder Box - Broad
spacing of comb teettr. FIat lid to case
simulated rosewood finish. Lever wound'
Small oval Theobald-Lamy brass trade
label - fully restored- Cylinder length
approx. 12". The interior woodwork is in
an original distinguished red stain finislr.

Nicole Freres Cylinder Music Box -
Early model circa 1840, key wound brass
bedplate, flat plain lid. Cylinder approk
9" long. Good working order. The lid of
this box has been replaced, although
carefully done and it has been stained to
match the sides of the original bor
Very Large Musical Cy'linder Box -
Slightly domed inlaid lid, gilt metal decor-
ative handles each end. Large brass
pinned cylinder, governor requires light
idjustmenL Lever wound With original
tune sheet The glass of the inner lid is
cracked. The glazes inner lid has unusual
cross banding perimeter decoration A few
teeth at one end of the comb require
repair. These small repairs could have
been cartied out by the time it is resold.
Very Good Quality. Biass cylinder
approl 16/18" in length.

3 Bell & Drum Cylinder Music Box -
When the lid is opened the 3 bells and
drum are fully visible, the cylinder length

is approx. 9/10" and the music box is in a
fully restored condition It includes a tune
number indicator and plays extremely well
and extremely loudly. This is the finest
playing 3 bell and drum box I have
heard
Other cylinder music boxes, detailed
description not recorded.

When the approximate length of musical
box cylinders are quoted, the external box
length is some 3/5" longer.

Barrel Hand Cranked Pipe Organ- (A
buskers organ of a type frequently used
strapped over the shoulder) - There are
however no external metal strap brackets
which would indicate it was operated on a
table. Contained in timber rectangular
cabinet approx. 20" xl0" x 16" higtr The
wooden pinned barrel and bellows operates
a series of square wooden wind pipes of
varying lengths, all contained internally;
control levers visible outside the cabinet
on the end panel are polished brass.
Operating handle on the front face. Full
and good working order. Some outer case
restoration Plays 6 or 8 tunes. Polished
wood finished case, light walnut colour.

l9th Century Doll Autornata - Com-
prising bisque head girl doll approx. 12"
in height, in white full length costume
standing on square cloth covered plinth,
containing the clockwork motor. When
wound, the girl's arrns move, the head
turns, as the music plays. In good working
order. Contained in new purpose made
plywood box with front sliding cover.

Pair of Very Large Spelta (Zinc Base
Metal) Figures- Approx.3'0" heightof a

man and woman, peasant farm workers,
standing uprighl Both are in continental
costume and one worker carries a stack of
hay and small scythe. The colour of these
figures is grey alloy. They are far larger
and heavier than the ordinary Spelta
figures and weigh some 50/60 lbs per
figure. Very good quality.

Oil Painting on Metal Panel (Copper
orZinc?l- of young child. Good condition
In gilt frame.

Other watercolours and prints, including
some on LiverpooVlocal history.

Boxes and Packages of Unlisted Items
- U the whereabouts of these items is
known, or information concerning them,
please contact immediately Birkenhead
Police, telephone:7O9-6O1O D. S. Evens
or D. S. McMahon.
* Please Notet All sizes given are approx-
imate and are based on memory of the
objects described.

Completion
la'oI maJor

ll'

resf,oraf,ron
Andrew Pilmer the well-known fair
organ restorer has now completely
rebuilt this once dilapidated Gavioli

The organ was built in 1886 as an 84
key barrel organ for Sedgwick s travelling
menagerie. It was also featured in a
Gondolas and Mountain Pony ride at
some time in its life. It was originally
supplied through Chiappa in London. It
later became one of the fleet of organs
operated by the well-known Lancashire
showmerg Silcock Bros. of Warrington
They sold it to the late W. J. Barlow of
Cleobury Mortimer near Kidderminster,
where it formed part of his organ
museunl InL97 4 ownership transferred
to Peter Arnett of Portsmouth and in
1982 to Tom Fisher, who brought it to
Yorkshire. Mr. Pilmer acquired it in
1983.

Since then it has been rebuilt to 98
key book operation on a brand-new
scale extended from the original Gavioli
89 no. 4 scale. The missing brass
clarinets were replaced with new, and all
the brass resonators for the trumpets
and trombones were replaced with new.
The pipework has been extended with
new ranks ofbaritones, piccolos, violins
including 8 new cellos to reinforce the
bass. A glockenspiel has also been
added, on register.

The organ carries Gavioli s/no. 7630.
The front was completely redecorated,
including the re-making from photo-
graphs of the entire top carvings, which
were missing. The organis nowmounted
in a special display vehicle. The new
owners are Reg Saunders and family of
Stotfold, Bedfordshire. The organ now
contains over 500 pipes. I

Almost a new organ! The completely
rebuilt instrument was formerly a
89 Key Gavioli. It now has extra
pipework and a brand new 98 Key
scale.
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A Visit to the West German Organ Festivals 1986
Report by "The Happy Wanderer" Leslie Brown

Wednesday SOth April Arrived in
Hannover and was greeted by Peter
Schuhknect, the Organiser, in his
superb Video and Record Store,
where there were already many
Organ Grinder friends from Holland
Switzerland, France, and of course
Germany.

Peter entertained us in his office
(which contains a collection of
Organs, Music Boxes and many other
Mechanical Musical Instruments) with
a lively English Ragtime medley on
the Piano.

Later the same evening we all
gathered at the "Wiener Sofie" Beer
Keller for the Welcome Supper,
accompanied by a typical German
small orchestra, and of course, Barrel
Organs!
Thursday Morning lst May. A
Holiday in Hannover, and we were
taken to the "Steurndieb" Garden
Restaurant in the woods on the
outskirts of Hannover, already there
were some of the Iarger Organs,
including Peter Schuhknect's and
Wilf Hommerich's "Ruth" Organs
and a new "Van Den Broek' from
Holland, also many of the smaller
"Raffin", "Hofbauel' and "Bacigalupo"
Organs. Other entertainment was
provided by the Folk Singers "The
Kitchen Maids".

Among the visitors and Organ
Grinders from all over the World,
were Harvey and Marion Roehl of the
Vestal Press of America We played
the Organs in glorious weather until
late afternoon, and then I was invited
with Harvey and Marion to Peter
Schuh}nect's lovely house for coffee
and champagae! Harvey played the
Piano, while Marion and I inspected
Peter's home collection of Musical
Boxes and, Mechanical Musical
Instruments.

Later in the evening we were invited
to the Organ Grinders Church Service
(of course, with Barrel Organ
accompaniment!) and then on to the
Moonlight Serenade in the City Centre
with the Organs playing around the
Clock Tower near the "Movenpick"
and the Kitchen Maids singing old
German lullabies.

The evening concluded with another
Welcome party at the "Bavarium"
Beer Keller, of course, with the
Organs, and a presentation to Peter
Schuhknect
Friday May 2nd. Gathering of all the
Organs in the Bahnhofplatz (Station
Square) for T.V., Radio and Press
interviews, and then we all marched to
the Hannover City Bank with the
Organs playing for the official recep-
tion by the Oberburgermeister (Lord

Ieslie Brown at the Spandau Organ
Festival 1986.

Mayor) and each of the Organs played
a selection including the lady with the
Donkey Organ! Certainly it seemed to
be appreciated by all, including the
Banks staff and customers, (can you
imagine this in a British Bank!).

In the Bank there was also an
excellent exhibition of all types of old
Mechanical Musical Instruments, and
we were invited to inspect the Coin
Collection and Safe Deposits in the
Bank Vaults.

Later in the afternoon all the Organs
played, again in glorious weather in
the City Centre, and I enjoyed a
session with some of the visiting
Organ Grinders, playing a "Pell" from
Switzerland and a "Silver Jubilee"
Raffin.

In the evening a large party of the
Organ Grinders visited Jens Carlson's
superb Mechanical Music Museum in
Brunswick The Hannover Festival
continued on Saturday and Sunday.

As I had been invited to the Spandau
Festival in Berlirl I left Hannover by
air early on the Saturday morning, to
be greeted at Berlin Airport by Christa
Mademann of "the Club Deutcher
Drehorgel" with a bouquet of flowers!
I was whisked away to her lovely
home for breakfast and met Dorothy
Robinsorl the only other Musical Box
Society of G.B. visitor.

Afterwards we went on to
the Festival of Old Time Organs at
Spandau (near Berlin) where Christa's
lovely daughters Steffi and Nicole in
old time costumes were waiting with
my Organ, they never tired of playing
the Organs, singing and dancing and
we played to happy crowds in glorious
weather all day.

Apart from the Organs there were
Oompah and Military Bands, and
much Folk Singing, and an Old Time
and Modern Motor Show in the
streets.

An amusing highlight was arranged
by the Video crew for visitors arriving
at Spandau by Underground. I played
the Organ at the top of the moving
pavemenl while the Video crew rode
up filrning the crowds.

The day concluded with a Restaurant
reception and the menus all had a
colour picture of each Organ Grinder
playing during the afternoon!.
Sunday Morning at Spandau. A
great gathering of all the Organs in
Spandau Market place, and much
more happy Organ playing, singing,
and dancing, while Dorothy Robinson,
Kurl and Roland Wolfe played other
Organs round the outskirts of Spandau.
This was followed by an excellent
Barbecue farewell lunch.

Later on the Sunday evening, we
visited an Antique Fair in Berlin,
where among the other very good
Antiques there were many old
Mechanical Musical Instruments for
sale. And finally through the Berlin
Arcades to supper at a small Pavement
Cafe, (entertained of course, with an
Organ). And then back to Christa's to
view the Video of all the weekend
events. A presentation to Kurt of a
special Old Time Motor Car (in the
famous Toymaker George Carette
style) and to Christa a Musical Box of
an Isle of Skye Crofl playing "The
Skye Boat Song" and fitted with a
bottle of "Drambuie" the Isle of Skye
Liqueur to add to her collection.
Monday Morning. A tour round
Kurt's Organ workshops, where there
were many Organs in the course of
construction, and several old Organs
being restored- later we went back to
the centre of Berlin and Kurt very
kindly lent me another Organ and I
played in the "Kur-Dam" for the rest
of Berlin's splendid Super Stores.

I must congratulate Peter
Schuhknect for the excellent arrange-
ments in Hannover, and Mr Klaus
Krug for the splendid Spandau Festival
Also Christa and Kurt of Berlin for
solving all the Organ and transport
problems, and for their wonderful
hospitality, and ofcourse, Iovely Steffi
and Nicole for their happy Organ
playing, singing and dancing on
Saturday and Sunday- it was all very
great fun!

And many thanks for the splendid
Souvenir Presentation Spandau Fes-
tival Organ , Festival Tankards and
the super Souvenir Plate of Giovanni
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StreetOrgan
Fbstivalin
Lichtensteig
ffi rischer fferein nd"

hanischer

The Schweizerischer Verein der
Freunde Mechanischer Musik (The
Swiss Society for the Friends of
Mechanical Music) were delighted
when a representative from the
Musical Box Society of Great Britain,
your Editor, made a surprise visit to
their annual general meeting and
dinner at a hotel in Ebnat-Kappel in
the extreme eastern corner of Switzer-
land on Friday, May 24tlr"

With the help of the master of
ceremonies, Chairman Freddy Kunzle
declared an official welcome,
commenting with obvious pleasure,
that this was the first time an English-
man had attended their annual
meeting.

Your Editor gave greetings from
the M.B.S.G.B. and said that he had
discovered quite by accidenl details
of that meeting only hours before
whilst on a photographic mission for
future editions of the Journal.

The Swiss hospitality was delightful
and I was persuaded to stay the night
and attend their eighth annual organ
grind in Lichtensteig the following
day.

Lichtensteig is one of those pretty
village sized towns so characteristic of
Switzerland. The main street had
wisely been closed to traffic for the
day while the sixty street musicians
took up their positions in a circular
route around the town.

Their period costumes and delighfful
surroundings formed picturesque
settings for the many snap-huppy
photographers including myself.

"A
h!

"., -,,' ""b,

Trailer mounted Alfred Bruder
organ.

/l

$

1896 or 1986 ? Period costume against
'old world' surroundings at the Swiss Society's
8th Annual street organ meeting at Lichtensteig.

N.$
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Aboue: Wolfgang Schindele of Uberlingen-Bodensee. Top Right One
of the many trailer mounted organs. This one being by Wilhelm
Bruder Siihne and owned by Frau Wieser. 2nd down: Frau
Blohmeyer from Berlin takes children rides on her donkey and
organ carL Right An unusually slim reed organ by J. Kamenik of
Praha- Below: Frau Regula Wieser from Berg-Digerlen, chats with
Swiss Society Chairman Fredy Kiinzle, whilst Rrght' Frau Kiinzle
looks on disapprovingly.
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Spring Meeting
The Spring meeting of the Musical Box
Society of Great Britain took place at
the Calvert Hotel Newport Isle of Wight
on 25th - 2?th April 1986.

The venue, owned byMBSGB member
Mr Malcolm Calvert provided a cheaper
accommodation package than normal
Unfortunately the benefit of this was
largely cancelled out by the high cost of
transporting one's car across the two
miles of Solent separating the Island
from the mainland.

Friday evening dinner was followed
by the usual informal get-together in the
hotel's bar and lounges.

Saturday morning provided members
attending with an opportunity to see
restoration techniques in action. Meeting
Secretary, Alan Wyatt had persuaded
speakers to bring their workshops with
them and actually demonstrate their
working methods.

Firstly, your Editor, without tools, but
with the recently completed barrel
piano keyframe featured in the last
edition of the Music Box, described why
it was not necessary to make a new
keyframe from scratch Also shown was
the original keyframe in a rather dilapi.
dated condition showing evidence of
previous'patch-up' restoration which
had failed.

Brian Clegg's range ofparts for disc
musical boxes.

Brian Clegg explained how he manu-
factured components for musical boxes.
In fact such a large range of disc box
components are manufactured by Brian
that he is able to assemble these into a
complete disc musical box.

John Powell had brought along his
equipment and machine for copying an
Eroica disc.

Jim Hall demonstrated the art of felt
dampering using vellum, the sort of
material intended for tambourine skins.
Both John Powell and Jim Hall's demon-
strations were so fascinating and detailed
that in order to record a worthy report
both Jim and John have prepared short
articles which are reproduced separately
from this reporL

Peter Howard gave us the benefit of
his experience in the design and con-
struction of organ pipes for a small
street organ that he is in the process of
making. It would certainly be interesting
to reproduce a paper that Peter Howard
is producing on his project, but due to
the fact that in this issue we are
reporting on two society meetings there
is insufficient space to include this at
the momenL

The afternoon was taken up by a
coach trip with a sight- seeing tour of the
island and a visit to Osborne House.

After the Society dinner in the evening,
Ron Benton presented a video of the
Iand speed record Thrust II was built on
the island and Ron was a member of the
successful team.

During this pleasant weekend even
the weather had been quite kind, some-
what uncharacteristic of Spring in
England this year. The meeting was
wound up by a Sunday morning visit to
the Freshwater clock museum.

London Meeting
6th June 1986

Report by Reg Mayes

Barely two weeks before this meeting
was due to take place, our usual venue,
the Press Club closed- With a lot of last
minute rearranging by our meeting
secretary AIan Wyatt and the help of
our subscriptions secretary, Ted Brown,
we were accommodated in a conference
room in Wood Street Police Statiou just
off London WalVCheapside. Liquid
refreshments were at modest priceg a
very good buffet lunch was available at
92. Well done and our thanks to Ted.

David Tallis

Our further education in our hobby on
this occasion was initiated by David
Tallis (author of Musical Boxes). His
title was'The Story of the Musical Box'.
He opened by pointing out that our new
venue was a very appropriate place for
such a talk as it was built on the site of a
Roman amphitheatre. He went on to tell
us that the first recorded evidence of the
musical box was in a contribution on
15th February 1796 by Anton Fawe to
the Society of Arts and Sciences in
Geneva We then saw a map of Switzer-
land,/France which showed the location
of the centres for the manufacture of
cylinder boxes. We were shown what
David said was the oldest box he had
seerl which was late 18 th century. It had
a fusee drive for the cylinder and it was
built into a tea-caddy, which itseU was
made in Mauchline, Ayrshire, Scotland-
Next we were shown a radial mechanism
fitted into a snuff boIr David continued
by demonstrating about another dozen
snuff boxes, by using the microphone we
heard these little 'gems' as well as
anecdotes of their history.

Our next instructor was the regular
contributor to our Journal Anthony
Bulleid. His title was'More on Musical
Boxes, Technical and Practical'

Anthony pointed out that anyone is in
difficulty to be certain about a particular
development of a musical box because
so few examples exist of the total
produced and again there is evidence of
random sub-contracting of the various
components. Tune sheets are notoriously
unreliable as to the maker. He mentioned
the progress being made in drawing up a
list of Langdorff serial numbers as they
occur on other'makers' boxes. This was
a discovery made by another member
Patrick McCrossan

Jim Hall

Peter Howard
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Anthony Bulleid

Those of us who apply modifications
to boxes were appealed to, that we
should apply them in such a way that a
subsequent owner could easily remove
thern, sorestoring boxes to their original
condition. An example of this would be
the fitting of a rubber silencer for the
safety device on Baker Troll boxes.

In the aftemoon an Aherican member
Ralph Heintz entertained us with a talk
entitled'Mechanical Music in Art and
Politics.' We were shown slides of
numerous prints, cuttings, pages from
books etc; which all depicted some form

- _ of mechanical musical instrument TheyVwere all very interesting, we all joined in
helping to provide some of the cross
references. A French member Philippe
Rouill6 was able to translate a caption
into English of a political cartoon. "Plus
ca change, plus c'est la m6me chose" to
"The more the change, the more it's the
same thing."

All our speakers answered questions
either during or after their tall so
nobody should have gone away with any
doubt in their minds. Our President
expressed our thanks separately after
each talk. Our tbanks go to Alan and
Daphne Wyatt who were not a! lne
meeting due to ill health, for organising
everything, and we wish Alan a speedy
recovery.

During the meeting our President
canvassed members opinions of the
desireability of having the Annual General
Meeting onthe sanle day as the Summer
Meeting. The outcome, from a show of
hands, indicated that the vast majority
of members would prefer to have the
AGM. held immediately following the
end of the Summer Meeting.

Report ofthe Annual General
Meeting of the Musical Box
Society of Great Britain, held
on Friday 6th ilune 1986, at
The Guildhall, Gresham
Streef, London ECl.

The Minutes of the previous Annual
General Meeting held on 3lstMay 1985
were adopted.

The President reported that no
amendments to the Constitution or bve-
laws of the Society had been propoied
oy any memDer.

The President thanked members of
the Committee for their hard work, all
members who had assisred in the runnins
of the Sociery and all members for rheii
suppolt

The Officers gave their reports to the
Meeting. The Treasurer recommended
an increase in the subscriptions from 1st
January 1987, due to the exceptional
expenditure incurred during the yearfor
the publication of the emergency
newsheet and rising cosrs in producing
The Journal.

Other factors contdbuting to the
necessity lbr an increase were given as a
fall in the number of memberships and
t}le exchange rate for the dollar going
agalnst us.

The Subscription Secretary reported
that there were always complications
with collecling the right amount following
a subscription increase. It was therefore
preferable to make a substantial increase
which could be held static for possibly a
three year period, rather thab having to
review subsc ptions again in the near
future.

The following subscriptions were
passed from 1st Janualy 1987, with the
previous figure shown in brackets:-

Joining or re-joining fee is Annual
Subscription plus 91.00 or $3.

The Meeting was informed that the
Iast increased to the subsc ptions was
on 1st January 1984.

The Meetings Secretary reported
that the sudden closure of the Press
Club b London creates a problem for a
suitable venue for our future f,ondon
Meetings. Alan Wyatt would be pleased
to hear from any member who is able to
assist in this matter.

The new Editor was complimented on
his efforts in producing such excellent
quality in his first and second Journals
by The President
Noninations
No nominations having been received
from members of the Society, the
following nominations were made bythe
Committee at their Meeting on 6th May
1986 and were carried unanimously.
President Jon Gresham
Vice'President Steue Ryder
Tleasurer: Bob Holden
Editor Graham Whitehead
Atchivist; Peter Houard
Membership Secretary: Reg Waylett
Subscriptions Secretary: Ted, Brown
Meetings Secretaryt Alan Wyatt
Correspondence Secretaryl
Roger Kempson
Recording Secretary: Sue Holden
Auction Organiser: Roger Kempson
Committee Members:-
Keith Harding, Reg Mayes,
Christopher Proudfoot
Co-opted Committee Members:-
Alison Bid.en Bob Leacl4 John Powell
It was decided to raise the issue of
having the Annual General Meeting on
the same day as the Summer Meeting
with the membership at the Summer
meeting due to take place on Saturday
?th June.
Sue Holden, Recording Secretary

Pictured below: Dorlg Pell (centre)
questions speakers - Brian Clegg
and Jirn Hall at the Spring Meeting.

Ralph Heintz

United KinBdom
Europe and Nesr Esst

Australi& New Zealand
and Far East Air Mail

Surface Mail

United States Air Mail
United States Surface Mail
Caneda Air Mail
Caneda Surfece Mail

(Previous)
s8.00
94.00 (plus 91.O0 if paid
in foreign currency)

sr6.00
98.00 (plus 91.00 if not
in sterling)
$34 US Currency
$17 US Currency
$41 CarL Cunency
$2O CarL Currency

L9A7
s12.00
912.O0

s22.OO
€l4.oo

$35
$26
$46
$35
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Dampering Musical
with Vellum
by J. P. Hall
Many people fight shy of dampering
the treble teeth of a musical box,
where the feather dampers are
missing or faulty with wear over the
years. Small movements such as the
so called "snuff' box and musical
album movements, also some disc
machines have feather dampers
which sometimes need replacing. I
have tried the chicken feather
method with shellac, not always
with success.

In 1965, I attended a cocktail
party at Mr. Cyril de Vere Green's
house, and in conversation Cyril
remarked that the dampering of
small movements had always
intrigued him.

For the last few years I have been
using vellum, (calf skin) after all
vellum hinges were used in piano
actions, and had to put up with a Iot
of bending backwards and forwards
movement, without breaking, and
Iast for years:-

Detach the comb you are going to
work on from its movemenl and
screw the comb upside down on a
flat piece of wood, with two screws
through the existing comb screw
holes, and clean off the remains of
the faulty dampers and shellac.

Vellum comes in different thick-
nesses, 2 thou. to more than 20 thou.
2 to 10 thousands of an inch is what
is required for most combs. The
vellum can be bought from a supply
house, or one can acquire an old
tambourine from a jumble sale or
flea market for a few pence. Some
shops who sell drums may stock it.
The smaller the drum the thinner
the skin, so you do not want a vellum
skin to fit a bass drum for it to be 20
thou. or more, and too thich Some
modern drums have plastic skins.

Boxes

My method is to place a thin piece
of vellum on a wooden cutting board
on the work bench, and have a steel
straightedge and a very sharp cutting
knife. Cut very thin strips of vellum
(cut along the grain ofthe wood, not
across it). The material does not
want to be wider than the tooth
point of the musical box comb. You
will tend to cut the first strip too
wide until you get the hang of
cutting the thinnest of thin strips.
Cut the strips into small lengths
about three eights of an inch long.

Trimming the vellum in order to
make the dampers.

Obtain a piece of glass, tweezers,
sharp razor blade, a tube of 'Loctite'
instant glue, and if your eyesight is
not good, a pair of headband
magnifiers.

Squeeze one drop of instant glue
on the glass, at a time, and with the
tweezers pick up a piece of vellum
and slide it along the glass and dip
one end into the glue, and loctite the
damper on the end of the tooth, so
that it is central on the tooth and
overhangs the tip slightly. Get it into
place quickly, and keep the tweezers
clean, else the material will want to
stick to the tweezers and not the
tooth" If you get the glue too far on
the vellum it will stiffen up and will
not be pliable enoug[ and the
cylinder pins will use the damper for
lifting the tooth.

Give the glue a little time to
harden up, and then with the
sharpened end of a matchstick
apply a little more glue on to the end
of the damper where it is glued to
the tooth. As a test flick the over-
hanging piece gently with the end of
your knife, to see if any of the
dampers are not properly fixed, as
an odd one may have to be done
again. After you are satisfied that all
dampers are firmly fixed, unscrew
the comb from the wood, and turn it
over, placing the comb tips on the
wood. With a sharp razor blade, cut
the vellum level with the tips of the
comb. Set up the comb in the
musical movement and play.

I am not claiming that this method
is the best, other members may have
their own ideas, but I get results
from it. Perhaps Messrs Reuge and
other musical box manufacturers
could give us a few tips ? IEven the ladies seem intrigued as Jim Hall cuts the vellum into damper strips
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Player piano rolls from musical box cylinders
and reproducing discs for the Eroica

At the Isle of Wight meeting, John
Powell brought two machines along
which he demonstrated, the first
being his arrangement of a press for
reproducing sets of discs for the
Symphonion 3 disc Eroica whilst the
second he suggested, bore some
resemblance to a Roland Emmett
creation This was a means of trans-
ferring the pin positions of the tune
from a Musical Box cylinder onto a
roll of paper and subsequently
reversing this and transferring these
positions onto a new cylinder to
produce a copy.

The disc machine was made to
provide discs for his Symphonion
Eroica by copying directly from
borrowed originals The perforations
it produced were the original two
piece ones made by Symphonion. The
per{orations being small meant that
the press size was not over large. He
explained that the first operatioh
pressed out the two prongs of the
perforation and having completed
that for one disc, the next operation
was to reset the machine for turning
over one of the prongs in each pair to
support the <lther as it was in the
original arrangement. The original
disc and the new blank were mounted
on a common spindle which could be
moved in and out on guides. This
assembly was located at each of the
required radii by a peg in a drilled
guide bar. Apologies were made for
not being able to properly demon-
strate the machine having Ieft the
discs in his car on the mainland !

A later modification to this machine
allowed for discs to be copied from a
photograph which meant that it was
not necessary to take away originals to
copy. The original was photographed
in a closed box with a light behind the
disc clearly identifying the perfora-
tions. This enprint size film was
mounted on a plate and replaced the
original disc on the spindle with the
blank disc still at the bottom of it. The
film was viewed with a ten times
magnifier and the per{oration image
aligned with a VEE sloL The accuracy
of this arrangement appears to give a
perfectly adequate result The machine
was built primarily as a means of
providing some discs for one machine
and was not intended to produce discs
on a commercial basis. It was, there-
fore, a relatively time consuming
operation which could be improved if
necessa-ry.

The blank discs were purchased cut
to size and drive and location holes
put in later. The material thickness is
0.015" against an original thickness of
approximately 0.0135" which does
not appear to affect the operation
whilst playing. The material itself is a
soft iron as used in a metal to metal
gasket and being soft allows the

per{orations to be bent sharply without
cracking. This softness does not
appear to affect the ability of the
pei{oration to stand up to the star
wheel punishment

The second machine was a develop-
ment of one produced to transfer the
pin positions of a musical box cylinder
into a paper roll to play on an 88 note
player piano. The present form
consisted of four parallel axles
mounted in a wooden frame. Two
wooden rollers on two axles carry a
length of perforated computer paper
over a drive sprocket on the third axle.
The fourth axle carries the musical
box cylinder and is geared by a 15 to 1

gear ratio to the drive sprockeL This
means that the circumference of the
cylinder is expanded to approximately
8 feet onto the paper. Counterweights
were hung from the axles to keep the
paper and the gear train in tension

The procedure for transferring the
pin positions onto the paper is to mark
a zero line onto one end of the paper
and line this up to the cylinder datum.
A pointer and magnifier is used to
pick up the point on the cylinder and a
register used to mark the line on the
paper. Starting with both datums
lined up, the cylinder is rotated and as
each pin position lines up with the
pointer under the magnifier, the posi-
tion is marked on the paper until one
revolution of the cylinder has been
completed and the cylinder datum
marked at the other end of the paper.
This is repeated for each circle of pins
for the one tune over the full length of
the cylinder ending up with one full
tune only on the length of paper.

Machine used for cylinder marking.

This procedure is reversed to mark
the pin positions on the new cylinder.
The new cylinder, having had the
circumferential and longitudinal
datums established during the
machining operations, is put in place
of the original one. A small pointed
punch is set up in place of the pointer
and magnifier and the punch lined up
with the cylinder datum and the
register on the paper. As the cylinder
is rotated, when each mark on the
paper comes into line with the register,
the position is "pricked" onto the
cylinder.

After a significant length of time, it
was reported that four six-tune
cylinders had been copied, these
being to make up a set for a Paillard
sublime harmony interchangeable
machine. The success or otherwise of
this procedure had not yet been
proven as the cylinders and combs
were still incomplete. I

John Powell's diec press.
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How Musical Boxes were made in the middle
of the 19th century
by Hank Waelti, Utzigen, Switzerland

Justin Gouthier (87) uncle of the Baud Brothers in I'Auberson, Switzerland installs the dampers.

The Swiss region of Ste. Croix and L'Auberson is an
excellent place to study the history of the musical box.
Two museums with large and very interesting displays of
tools and machinery are athand and people, still working
in this field, like Frr5dy Baud are a very precious source of
information.

Looking over the old tools and machines in his superb
museum in L'Auberson and also in Ste. Croix at the
"CIMA," Fr6dy explained with great enthusiasm how
and by what sort of people the cylinder musical boxes
were made in the 19th century.

Until the end of the 18th century the people of Ste.
Croix and the little villages in the neighbourhood were
farmers, lumberjacks and makers of charcoal Some
minerals found in those Jura mountains led to a small
industry operating a few furnaces. Then lacemaking was
another occupation of about a thousand of those vivid
and inventive people in this region.

The big depression in this lacemaking industry, caused
by the introduction of machines was fought by changing
over to watchmaking, and finally the manufacture of

snuffboxes (tabatibres) with musical mechanisms and
later, in 1833 the larger musical boxes (cartels).

Most of the people worked at home, often having a
small farm of their own to attend to in their spare
time.

A musical box is quite an elaborate mechanical music
instrument, consisting of many different parts. Quite a
few specialists of various professions were involved in the
process.

The manufacturer. or so called "6tablisseur" ordered
"l'6bauche" or "le blanc" at the foundry. It consisted of
the base plate - brass, formed in a sand mould- on which
was already mounted the spring barrel with the winding
mechanism (the ratchet, without the spring), the cylinder
with its arbor, the change snail and the governor
assembly "la cage."

The comb came from a different source: "le fabricant
de claviers." It was delivered with its brass mount. the
steel hardened and tempered - the tips not finished but
with soldered weights of lead on the bass teeth, the holes
for the dampers were already drilled.
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When it was decided which melodies to play, the notes
(piano or others) were given to the "transpositeur" who
made the plans for marking and drilling the holes in the
cylinder, and also the tuning of the comb.

Very important and quite difficult for the transpositeur
was the determination of measures for a certain tune -
according to the circumference of the cylinder. He had to
provide an empty space between the end and the
beginning of each tune, in order to make room for shifting
the cylinder to change melodies. This empty space, often
marked with lines or drill marks, was called "ligne
d'accord." Shifting of the cylinder is done by the snail "la
Iimasse," the space on the cylinder between the tunes is
given by the height of the steps on this snail

The transpositeur usually was a musician, a specialist
working at home - he was the artist, shaping a tune in
length to the possibilities of the musical box (diameter of
the cylinder, number of teeth, number of tunes to play).
The plan for marking the cylinders went with two plain
ones to the "piqueuse." There were two cylinders made
the same. To the plan for marking belonged also a layout
of the comb with the distances marked between the
teeth.

On a lathe, specially constructed for this furpose, so
called "tour i piquer" two cylinders were firmly fixed at
both ends. By a train of gears a pointer was moved on a
circular scale whenever the cylinders were turned a
fraction of their circumference. On the scale the measures
and fractions were clearly marked in accordance to the
space available on the cylinders. If the piqueuse moved
the pointer on the dial one measure, the cylinders
revolved just so much as a measure represented on their
circumference.

In front of the cylinders two drills, revolving at a fast
speed were mounted on a holder which was moveable
horizontally in steps, according to the distance between
the teeth of the comb. With a lever the piqueuse pressed
the drills lightly against the cylinders wherever a pin had
to be set. Since the walls of a cylinder were of a thickness
of lzmm only, it could not be marked by simply punching
with a centre poinL (Today the holes in the cylinders are
drilled directly without marking first).

By moving the drill holder horizontally by the given
steps, all the notes playing at the same time were marked
and then, measure by measure, the cylinder was turned
until all the notes of a melody were marked.

The cylinder was then shifted by a step of a snail,
similar to the one which was to change the tunes later in
the box- and the same procedure started for the second
tune- and so on until both cylinders were marked with all
the tunes the transpositeur provided on the documents.

All this was done at the home of the piqueuse. She
delivered the marked cylinders back to the ritablisseur
who noted in her book the numbers of cylinders
processed, with the numbers of melodies - and also the
amount of teeth - later she was payed accordingly.

The "goupilleuse" who got the cylinders next, had to
prepare the pins (goupilles) firsl On a special lathe she
cut them with a file, shaping the ends at the same time so
they could be inserted in the holes without difficulties.

With a fairly simple drill and a V shaped wooden
support the goupilleuse drilled the holes within 1/100 of
a mm to fit the pins. For a cylinder of 2" diameter and 10"
long, the goupilleuse had to drill a number of between
4000 to 6000 holes, dependent on the melodies
provided.

With a pair of tweezers and a special tool, the "pin
punch" (poussette) she pushed the pins into the holes,

Balancing the wheels of the governor assembly on a
special machine,

one by one. The pin punch allowed with an internal stop
to set the pins uniformly to protrude 1.2mm on the
outside and 1.2mm on the inside of the cylinder. With a
thickness of the cylinder walls of 0.5 to 0.6mm the pins
had a total length of about Smm. The thickness of the
pins was usually 0.26 to 0.32mm.

The goupilleuse was paid according to the length and
diameter of the cylinder.

During all this time spent on the cylinders, the
6tablisseur sent the combs to the "accordeur" who also
had his own workshop at home. With the combs the
accordeur (or tuner) also got the scales to which the
combs were to be tuned. By filing at the rear or at the tip
of the teeth he lowered or raised the pitch of them. At the
bass end of the comb he made a coarse adjustment first
by cutting off some of the lead.

The accordeur was paid by the number of teeth he had
to tune.

In the meantime the mainspring was installed in the
spring barrel and some adjustments made to the governor
assembly. This work was done at the 6tablisseurs
place.

Finally the whole works (baseplate with spring mech-
anism and governor, the cylinder and the comb) were
delivered to the "poseur."

The cylinder had to be partially filled with a melted
mixture of a "cemenl" quite similar to sealing wax. On a
lathe the cylinder was revolved at a fairly high speed until
the mixture was fully hardened, covering the protruding
pins inside and leaving a hole lengthwise to leave room
for the arbor.

On another lathe, "le tour i friser" the pins on the
revolving cylinder were shaved by means of a file passing
at a certain distance above the cylinder, closing in on it
until all the pins were touched. This was to assure later on
an even distance of all the pins against the teeth of the
comb.
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Then the poseur turned his attention to the comb. Its
base had to filed in order to set the comb at a certain
angle to the base plate (and therefore, of coutse, to the
centre of the cylinder). During tempering and tuning, the
teeth may have become slightly distorted, out of
alignment- this had to be corrected by the poseur. Now
the holes were drilled and threaded in the base plate for
screwing the comb down on to it. The dowel pins for
securing the position of the comb were also set by the
poseur.

By way of the 6tablisseur the whole assembly was then
passed to the "termineur." He installed the dampers and
checked for wrong or bent pins, cleaned and polished the
whole "musique." He also determined whether the comb
would have to go to the accordeur again, since installing
the dampers may have changed the tuning of the comb
too much.

Now "la musique" was ready to be put into the box.
Boxes usually were made locally by specialists in the field
of cabinet making and marquetry (french polishing was
also done by experts). The last job before packing the
finished musical boxes was done by the "emboiteur" - he
installed the assembly in the box and made a last visual
and audio check

As said before, all those many different stages of
manufacture (or most of them) were done at the homes of
those people involved. The manufacturer or " 6tatlisseur"
did not have a big factory. He was a manager of a
widespread organisation and had to see to it that the
coordination between the many different specialists,
suppliers and contractors ran smoothly.

The different professions were learnt by apprenticeship
of one to two years, and often the trade was passed on
from father to son or mother to daughter.

We have followed the process of making an ordinary
musical box, a so called "cartel" But there were boxes
with chimes, bells, drums, "castagnettes," pipes and
reeds needing an air supply by bellows, boxes with
dancing dolls etc. All these elaborate boxes and automates
called for even more specialists of the trade.

A lot of know-how, time and patience was needed in the
process - and the earnings were rather small.

I keep wondering about the quality and precision of
those products, manufactured with rather coarse and, by
our standards, primitive tools and machinery- produced
and assembled by people whose hands were used to
milking cows and working in the fields. I

Dates for your Diary
6th Septemben- The mual Cambridge Organ Grind in aid of Musculs

Dystrophy. All organ omers very welcome to join us
for this happy occasion Please telephone meetings
secretary.

It
I

19th - 21st
September-

Autumn Meeting, Harte & Garter Hotel,
Windsor. Berks.

Advertise
your Sales and
Wants in the

Classified
Section of

The Music Box

'Organ Grind', I tour of Windsor and Eton which will
take in Madame Tussauds Waxworks, the older part
Windsor town and parts of Eton College and the
Castle itself. An altemative will be a two hour trip
on a river steamer on the Thames. Sunday moming
we shall visit Frank Hollands Museum of Mechanical
Music.

6th December:- Christmas Meeting, venue to be announced"
Christopher Proudfoot will give an illustrated talk on
some of the more interesting itens sold in Christies
London, saleroom.
Nicholas Simons to give an illustrated talk'Playing
with the Piano.'
Doreen and Michael Muskett will give us a rare
opportunity to hear and see the'vielle a roue'(wheel
fiddle) or Hurdy-Gurdy. This is the real lTth century
instrument not the street piano commonly called
the Hurdy-Gurdy.

3lst December - Chichester Lodge Hotel, Chichester,
lst January 1987:- W. Sussex.

New Years Eve Dinner Party. f15.00 per person.
Bed & Breakfast. iI5.00 per person.
New Years Day - Musical Extravagsnza 8t the
invitation of Clive & Enid Jones, The Mechenical
Music Museum, Chichester.

The aboL,e programme may be subject to alteratiol

\

COME TO NAPTON NICKELODEON'S

CHARITY ORGAII
GRIND

Saturday,
SOth August

starting IO.SOam

in Leamington Spa's
Victorian Parade

Free Lunch for
Organ Grinders

Afternoon visit to
Napton Nickelodeon.

R"S.V.P.
Graham Whitehead

092681 2r83
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Rebuilt after six years
by Edward Rogers

I had always considered Geoff a good
friend. but was not so sure after a
weekends visit to assist him in rebuilding
his 46 note player organ . Prior to that
weekend he would phone early evenings
and describe what work he had carried
out on the organ and would carefully, I
later realised, lead me into thinking we
only had a few problems to overcome
and that two days would be ample for
the work required. By the end of each
evening spent on the phone he would
have given me full details and I would
inanely say things like, 'Geoff, don't
worry, it'll all be OK., we can even go for
a pint mid-day Sunday when we finish
rt..

I arrived Friday evening and was met
at the door by Linda, Geoff s charming
young wife, who took my case and said,
'It's in there.' I wasn't sure if she was
speaking of the organ or her obeying
husband, as it was obvious there had
been some friction caused by the non
operative organ standing mutely in the
lounge. That evening he had planned for
us to replace all the flap valves on
the exhausters. I will not describe
the dubious method he suggested for
replacing the internal ones, although I
did agree with the idea. The original
valves had been removed and replaced
with strips of brown vinyl easy chair
covenng.

Well I think I should now explain the
reason for the title at the head of this
epistle. This organ had been earlier
rebuilVrestored using a quantity of
modern or non original materials, much
of which had been fixed in place with
Evo-Stik type adhesives. Contact
adhesives are excellent but I can see
little use for them in organ repair
work

But back to the plot. We decided no
devious methods were to be used in
fitting the new leather valves, we would
recover the exhausters at the same time
as it was apparent there were a few
troubles with the gussets on the inside
of the cloth. One good mark, and
probably the only one, to the previous
restorer, he had used proper bellows
cloth held with good old smelly hot
animal glue. So what was wrong with the
gussets? They were coming unstuck
They are fitted inside large exhausters
to keep the bellows cloth stiff and
prevent its blowing outwards when
pumping vigorously. They should be cut
from a good piece of card and stuck on
securely, surely there is no more dis-
heartening job than ripping off your own
newly fitted cloth because your gussets
have fallen off!

Here I should point out to all that
Linda had wisely decided to spend the
weekend with her parents, as they had
arranged a trip to see the autumn
beauties of Sheffield Park in Susser

Thus we had no worries about spreading
the bowels of the organ over the floor.
We removed the old cloth and were in
for a shoclc lve not seen gusset's made
from waxed breakfast cereal boxes
before, I hope I never see it again. Im
pleased to be able to say Geoff and I
made a good job of completelyrecovering
those exhausters, but it was Saturday
evening before we had finished. Oh well,
maybe the pint could wait till Sunday
evening. Now, as we had a good wind
supply, first thing Sunday we could start
curing the cyphers with which the organ
had abounded since boughl

These early player organs were like
large organettes of the Celestina or
Seraphone style, with pneumatic motors
to lift the pallets which uncover the
reeds to sound the note. In this case
there were two rows of motors. 46 in
each. They had been recovered with a
thin plastic/polythene material, Im
tempted to put a name to it but without
verification from someone in the know I
will not say. The motors had been
refixed and resealed with a cork gasket
and an Evo-Stik type adhesive. They
leaked like sieves around the glue joints,
and worse still, the plastic covering had
cracked on the corners and had been
holed by moth grubs. Make sure you
clean out and replace all old felt and
also remove the moth droppings, fluff,
etc., otherwise your work will be eaten
through in six years.

Well, Sunday evening arrived and
Geoff went towards the door, no, not to
go for that pint but to greet his returned
everloving. I don't like to hear women
swear and I'm pleased to say the lady
held firm on the mess we had still not
cleared up. Equally Geoff and I had not
used the expletives we could have done,
we felt more utter disgust for the

completely unnecessary work we had
had to carry out

A further weekend was arranged.
Linda again wisely went away for the
duration but this time left us with the
strict instructions that it was to be going
on her return Sunday, or she would get it
going herself - out the front door !

Another full weekends work followed
putting right bad workmanship. Because
of the poor state of the row of large
pneumatic motors, - I don't think
hardboard or plastic wood are good
replacement or repair materials for long
narrow motors, - Geoff had made up an
entire new set and covered them with
zephyr skin. We fixed them in with
leather gaskets and hot glue, and they
worked a treat Much further adjustment
ofsprings, replacing ofbleeds, etc., etc.,
etc., followed until we got it playing as
good as when it left the works over 95
years ago.

Came the knock at the door ano there
stood her ladyship, home again No hello
or anything, just a crisp, 'Have you done
it?' We ushered her iru sat her down, and
proceeded with a short recital Slowly
she warmed to the sound as "Morning
papers" wound its way through. Every-
one was brought back to ground thougtl
when she broke the spell by uttering
that terrible hackneyed expression, 'It's
bootiful!'. and she doesn't even come
from Norfolk!

The moral If you are repairing player
organs, player pianos, or even organ-
ettes, please think twice about using
modern materials or glues unnecessarily
and have consideration for the fellow
who may have to replace it all in six
years time. This organ was restored
about six years ago, it carried the date of
restoration and also the signature ofthe
restorer. I

Back numbers
of the
Music Box
are available
from Roy Ison

3 Greenstone Place
off Minster Yard,
Lincoln, England.
Tel: 0522 40406

Deluxe Binders
also available to keep your
journals safe and in order.
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M USICAL BOX
SOCIETY

INTE,RNATIONAL
37th

ANNUAT MEETING

SARASOTA I\{.B.S.I.
37TH ANNUAL MEETING -

HYATT HOTEL ON THE BAY
You can do the annual meeting in 4 days
(September 1Oth through September
13th) oryou can chose to come and stay
as long as 10 days and have a lot more
fun.

The planned pre-convention at the
Hyatt Orlando Hotel running from
September 5th through September 8th
gives you the opportunity to visit attrac-
tions in the Orlando area Buses will
take you from the Hyatt Orlando to the
Sarasota Hyatt on Tuesday, September
9th, and for those wishing, will return
you to Orlando on Sunday, September
14th. For details contact Mr. & Mrs.
James Bryant L2848 Lake Sawyer, La.,
Windermere, Florida 32786. Telephone
No. (305) 656-5014 or Mr. & Mrs. J. B.
Lea, 1401 Leeway, Orlando, Florida
32810, Tel No. (305) 647-2701.

The 37th Annual M.B.S.t Convention
packet which you can pick up at the
convention desk at the Hyatt Hotel in
Sarasota. will contain additional
information of pre- convention and post-
convention things to see and do plus
restaurants in the area. A Short Pre-
liminary list for now: The John and
Mabel Ringling Mansion, The Ringling
Circus Museum, The Ringling Art
Museum, Sarasota Jungle Gardens, The
Asolo'Iheatre, Sishops Planaterium,
Selby Gardens, The Gamble Mansiorq
Sarasota Beaches on Sarasota Bay and
the Gulf of Mexico: daytime and evening
cruises, deep sea fishing, golf tennis,
shopping centres and St Armands, and
miles and miles of sandy beaches.

Correction to report on MBSI 36th
Annual Meeting in our last issue.

Gloria and Ralph Schack haue written
from California pointing out that it was
not them, but Dick Rtgg that headed the
organising cornmittee for the highly
succesful meeting at Longbeach last
year.

Musical Box Society
of Great Britain

LAPEL
BADGES

Available from Ted Brown
207, Halfway Streel Sidcup,

Kent DA15 8DE
Price including postage & packing

Sl.7Op
Far East 91.80p, USA $2.50,

Canada $3.00

Temple of music
Ted Crampton

ONE of the great joys of our heritage is the countryside, with its rivers and f ields, its
hedgerows and trees. But much of this would not be ours to enjoy without the thought
and planning of our forefathers, generations ago. This is typified in the gently rolling
countryside around Newport Pagnell in Buckinghamshire.

Standing beside the road to Northampton are twin lodges, plain but sturdy and
joined by an arch through which passes the entrance drive to the park and-over a
handsome and tree-lined avenue, when Tyringham Hall comes into view. A most
elegant mansion, it is enhanced by its central portico of slim columns that soar from
ground to roof level. The roof itself is capped by a huge, copper-covered dome.

Tyringham Hall was completed in 1797 by a wealthy banker, William Praed to the
designs of one of the most d istinguished 1 8th century arch itects, Si r Joh n Soane ( 1 753-
1837). He chose to site the house wisely, on a rise in a 100 acre parkland which gently
slopes down to the River Ouse. In 1906, the estate was bought by another wealthy
banker, American-born Frederick Adolphus Konig and his French wife Gerda.
Wishing to give his mansion a more impressive appearance, he instructed a German
architect to re-arrange the interior and crown the building with a massive dome -rvhich houses only the water tanks which are supplied from a well in the garden. Alas,
this spoiled the beautiful symmetry of Soane's design, but no doubt satisfied the ego of
a u'ealthy man.

During World War I, most of the bu ild ing housed an army hospital and during this
period a second floor was added to the servants'rving and stylish wallingbuilt infront
of the mansion. In 1926 Konig engaged perhaps the most famous architect of his time,
Sir Edu'ard Lutyens to design the formal gardens, which were overlooked by the
social rooms at the rear of the house. Running down the centre ofthe sunken gardens,
larvns, hedgerou's and trees was the bathing pool and at the far end he built two
impressive pavilions - each the size of a small church. Lutyens had spent the previous
ten years busily engaged in designing and building of the Raj's most magnificent set of
buildings - the Government of India Parliamentary Buildings and The Viceroy's
Palace in Neu' Delhi and this influence was reflected in his pavilions at Tyringham.
The massive stone buildings topped with their Hindu-style domes are truly amazing.
Both externally and internally they are similar, with the roofs supported by black and
green scagolia columns and the floors of rvhite, grey and black patterned marble. The
bathing pavilion houses four changing rooms hidden behind the columns, but the
other pavilion - The Temple of Music - is a'church'in all but fact, with its small
choir stalls and 'altar', complete with candlesticks.

However, it u'as not used for formal religious purposes but, rather "consecrated to
the appreciation of Divine Truth, not through religion, but through music and
architecture". Frederick Konig received the inspiration for this amazing project
u'hile attending a Thanksgiving Service in St. Paul's Cathedral, London on the
occasion of the Coronation of King George V in 1911. Sitting under the dome and
surrounded by representatives of The Empire he was struck by the impossibility of
Jeu's. Hindus, Buddhists and other religions joining in a Church of England service.
Th is led to the conception of The Temple in which anyone, of whatever race or religion,
could join in thanksgiving through the medium of music.

He commissioned the leading painters and wood-carvers to adorn The Temple and
installed a set of four bells hanging from the roof. They were inscribed "Harmony",
"Happiness", "Beaut.'-" and "Peace" and were rung for the first time on the tenth
anniversary of the signing of the Armistice on November 11, 1928.
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The area immediately behind the'altar'forms a s'ell, suddenll'dropping to
basement level. Here, out of sight, could be assembled the musicians and singers and
here was sited the organ console',\'ith its back to the organ chamber, which u'as built
about 20ft. directly below the'auditor ium' and spoke through an ornate circular grille
installed in the marble floor. The organ was made by the German firm of M. Welte &
Sohne of Freiburg.

It is easy to imagine the Konig's house guests strolling after dinner from
the house to the Temple of Music, sitting down in the marbled hall, soaking up the
music provided by the hidden musicians.

Even if no organist was present, the orchestral tones of the Wette organ could be
heard for there was a plentiful supply of music rolls for the automatic player fitted to
the console. It would seem that Gerda Konig was an accomplished organist for her
music manuscipts have her pencilled notes for suitable registrations. She and her
husband had a cultured taste in music for the player rolls included many by Bach,
Handel, wagner, Rheinbergerand otherclassical composers, withlittleof thesugary
music so popular at that time. Looking at the specification of the organ, modern
interpretations of Bach are hard to visualise, for the Welte had the follo$'ine:

PEDAL: Bourdon 16', Sub Bass 16'. Violone 16'

LOWER MANUAL: Cello 8', Voix Celestes 8', Viol D'Orchestre 8', Flute Traverse 8',
Gamba 8', Diapason 8', Bassoon 8', Flute 4', Harp (Glockenspiel)

UPPER MANUAL: Aeoline 8', Vienna Flute 8', Bourdon 8'. Cor 8'. Viola 8'. Oboe 8'.
Trumpet 8', Vox Humana 8', Vox Humana Echo, Clarinet 16', Tremulo.

COUPLERS: (Manual) 2 Super Octave, 2 Sub 1, 2 Super 1, 2-l (Swell to Great)
(Lower) 1 Super, (Upper) 2 to Pedal, (Lower) 1 to Pedal.

There was a row of pistons under the [-ower manual: pp. p, MF, F, Tutti, Free Con,
Swell Stops, A.

Above the upper manual is a row of switches which actuate the combination pistons.
There were also two controls for use with the automatic player. One gave a choice of
automatic or hand registration for the stops and the second controlled the speed of the
automatic player. The console had two 60 note manuals and a 30 note pedalboard
controlling the 16 ranks of pipes. The action was pneumatic with miles of lead tubing
between console and chests.

The Konigs left Tyringham Hall in 1936 and it was sold to The Australian and New
Zealand, Bank, who moved their documents from London for safe keeping during the
war, when part of the mansion was also used as a maternity home. In the mid-1960s it
became the headquarters of the company constructing the Ml Motorway and in 1966
it was sold again to be converted into a luxury health clinic. And an impressive one it
is, too, as the Rolls Royces, Mercedes and BMWs glide up the avenue driven by their
wealthy owners, returning some days later, lighter in pounds - both weight and
currencyl

The Welte organ fell into disuse and in mid-1985 was purchased by Alan Whytock,
an accomplished restorer of mechanical musical instruments and Graham Cantrill,
organ builder and restorer of all kinds of keyboards who lives in Castle Donington.
The Welte was built to the highest standards of organ building and everything was
constructed on a substantial scale. To lift the console, chests and bellows up out of the
chamber well was a feat of brute strength. It will require considerable time and effort
to repair the ravages of damp, but one day it will sing out once more in Alan's music
room in his home, The Old Brewery in Church Street, Melbourne, Derbyshire. A day
worth lookine forward to! o

Temple of Music at Tyringham Hall, built in 1926 to the desigrr of Sir Edward
Lutyens.
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A sketch showing the placing of the
organ and its console.

Inside the temple of Music, Tyring-
ham Hall. with the "altarl and the
black and green scagolia columns
supporting the domed roof. [n the
foreground is the grille in the
marble floorwith the organ chamber
beneath.
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The console and player.
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MUSIC&AUTOMATA

MUSIC & AUTOMATA is an independent publication intended exclusively for the
serious collector, restorer, student of mechanical music, historian, librarian and
museum director. It is not a society type of publication although it supports the
interests and the aims and objects of the various collectors' societies. It does not, there-
fore, seek to divide those who are existing members of respected institutions such as the
Musical Box Society of Great Britain, the Musical Box Society International, the
Antiquarian Horological Society, the Player Piano Group or any of the various
European societies and other similar bodies.

IIII

TIII

MUSIC & AUTOMATA is ofl'ered as an extra dimcnsion to the material
alrcady availablc to the collcctor. It offers a level of infbrmation which, by its
specialiscd naturc, will appcal only to the established and dedicated enthusiast
for the arca which unite horology, pneumatics and electricity with music and
musical instruments, togcthcr with the rich fantasy of automata and thc art, the
crafi and thc skillcd cxcellence ol the creators of musical androids

MUSIC & AUTOMATA now enters its fburth year of publication. It is a
quality presentation on archival-quality papcr which builds up into a priceless
rcl'crcncc work for the collector and oractical instrument builder/restorer It is

fully cross-indexed in volumes. The editor o1'MUSIC & AUTOMATA is

Arthur W.J.G. Ord-Humc, a lbundcr member of thc Musical Box Society o[
Great Britain, foundcr of "The Music Box" and a Lil'e Member of the Society.

Becausc of its contcni which includes facsimile reproductions of thc rarcst of
material not generally available to the collector as well as many illustrations,
some of them in colour, MUSIC & AUTOMATA is not a cheap publication. It
is published at present just twice a year, gcnerally in March/April and
September/October, and now costs f12.00 or $20.00 U.S. per year

Regular contents include, besides lcature articlcs, extcnsive world-wide ncws
cove rage of the world of automata and mcchanical music, aucrion room reports
togethcr with prices of significant items, extensive and critical rcviews ol new
books and records, a summary of the contents ol other periodicals on
mechanical music produced throughout the world and, of coursc, a scction
devoted to subscribers' letters.

Recent articles include the history of the Aeolian Orchestrelle, mechanical
music in the American home , a detailed description of a rare musical spinning
whccl, a first-ever published transcription of a newly-discovcrcd piccc ol'music
by Haydn taken from an organ barrel, a description ofa rare prototype organ-
playing cylinder musical box, a history of the musical clock in America, and a
survey of Charles Clay's musical clocks for which Handel wrote music.

IITI

MUSIC & AUTOMATA is, after just three years, an established journal with a

world-wide circulation As a special introductory offer exclusively for members of
The Musical Box Society of Great Britairu MUSIC & AUTOMATA offers new
subscribers a 25% discount on your subscription for 1986. This entitles you to
receive the two issues to be published this year for just f,9.00 or $ 15.00 U. S. This
special offer is open until September 30tb 1986 and is dependent on the quoting of
your current MBSOGB membership number with your remittance. Send to:

MUSIC &AUTOMATA
14, Elmwood Road, London W4 3DY, England

IItI
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An early Austrian Musical Box
by E. M. J. BlyelleHorngacher
Hitherbo all the boxes which have
come to light signed RZEBITSCI{EK
IN PRAG (r) or A. OLBRICH IN
WIEN were thought to have been
from the second half of the last
century, as indicated by the tunes
played and the details of conshuction
Now a box has turned up with a
sectional comb and other features
indicating an early date of construc-
tion, but differing in many respects
from early boxes made in Geneva.
Furthermore this item is the integral
base of a clock and not a separable
clock-base and it has an oval porcelain
panel in the front referring to FRANZ
DEN KAISER (Emperor of Austria)
who died in 1835, Fig. 1.

We know from Graham Webb's
book that Frantizek Rzebitschek
started at Josefov(2) in 1813. so that
this piece was presumably made
between 1813 and 1835. Comparing
this piece with a dozen or more
pieces made in Geneva, we would
narrowthe likely date of manufacture
to 1820 - 1830, mainly because
there are lead weights under the
base teeth and only three wheels in
the governor cage, Fig. 2.

Reading again what Graham Webb
says on pages 171-2 (3) one thing
surprises me: he says that move-
ments by Rzebitschek are made in
the style of Oldbrictr- But Oldbrich
is the more recent and it seems to
me that he copied Rzebitschek's
model rather than the other way
round. I even think that Oldbrich
must have obtained his blanks from
Prague because the similarities are
so striking. The only thing that is
different is the quality of the combs
- they are not as good. And the
musical arrangements are also less
subtle, being better adapted to the
simpler tastes of the public in the
third quarter of the nineteenth
century.

G. Webb says on P. 169 "fine
quality'' but he does not give a
date.

Another feature indicating an
early date is the thin bedplate- only
s/sz inch thick This has no hole cut
in it to take the spring barrel, but
there is a hole for the cylinder itself.
In early pieces from Geneva the
position is reversed- see Fig. 3, top.
Atthe bottom of Fig. 3 is a"classical"
movement by Rzebitschek and in
the middle is the base of the move-
ment now described. There is no
wax in the cylinder of this movement

The fact that this item has the

Translation by Dr. Robert Burnett

Fig. 1: Base of a cloch probably of bronze with a plaque in front unhappily
broken. We think this would have read "God Bless Franz the Emperorr'. There
would have been a line before this.
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base teeth on the right does not
show that it was made in Austria,
since many early pieces from Geneva
are the same, e.g. pieces by Custot
and Ducommun. Features which do
indicate Austrian origin are the
shape of the stop lever and pawl

springs, the large ratio between the
spring barrel and cylinder with only
14 leaves on the cylinder pinion and
the fixed fan with no adjustable
blades on the endless screw. Finally,
one of the two tunes is an Austrian
anthem.

Fig. 2z Gear train of three wheels and a twowinged endless screw.



Fig, 3: Underside of our movement between two others: top a 4-tune movement
by a Geneva maker, probably Custot & Ducommun, 183O: bottom a classical
movement by Oldbrich similar to a Rzebitschek.

Fig. 4: Very small cylinder pinion and curiously shaped pawl and his typical
spring.

It would seem that the maker had
seen Geneva pieces and been influ-
enced by them as shown by the
change/repeat lever, Fig. 5. Similarly,
there is an unusually shaped stop
lever with a large curved part acted
on by the press-button seen on the
front of the case. Behind the cylinder
bridge there is a thin spring acting
directly on the stop-lever finger to
hold it up as soon as it is lifted.
During rotation of the cylinder a pin
on the cylinder wheel disengages
this spring so that the movement
stops at the end of the tune.

It is difficult to judge how good
the music was. because severe
rusting of the comb has spoilt the
tuning. The cylinder is very narrow-
only 3/ inch in diameter and each
tune lasts only 30 seconds. Later
boxes by Rzebitschek have cylinders
one inch in diameter and each tune
lasts a full minute. They are notable
for a full tone and precise setting of
the music. They are the smallest
mass produced "cartel" boxes ever
made with cylinders just under 4
inches long. The cylinder of the
present box is 4.01 inches long

Fig. 6 allows five Austrian move-
ments to be compared. The earliest
one, top left, has 25 sections ofthree
teeth each The second- one down
on the left - has 81 teeth and is
signed RZEBITSCHEK IN PRAG.
The third on the left is signed A.
OLBRICH IN WIEN as are the two
on the right. The upper of these has
a cast iron bedplate end play 3 tune.
The second has brass bedplates and
plays four tunes, two per turn This
is a considerable rarety and I have
never seen another like iL

Thus we are left with various
questions such as "Were other
types of movement made in Austria
and what is the largest movement
they made?" (I might add that I have
seen one Austrian box with inter-
changeable cylinders). I

Fig. 5: Typical Austrian spring for
stoplever and Swiss pattern change
repeat lever prior to the original
(and better) shifting frnger frxed to
the edge of the bedplate.

*
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Fig. 6: Comparison of frve Austrian
movements. Top left the early piece
described now, below it a Rzebitschek
and an Oldbrich movemen! right a
3-tune and a 4-tune twopenturn
movement both by Oldbrich.

All pieces ftom the Conservatoire
Autonome, Geneva.

NOTES

(f) Although Prague is now in Czechoslavakia, we have
regfded it os Austriu because, in the last century, it was
part of the AusteHungarian Empire

(2) Stieler's lrge atlos of 1905 shows thrce places named
Josefov. One is partofPmgue, the second a small town some
thirtymiles to the eost md the third is I small town in Poland
(now in Russia). We think the second location is the place
where Frontizek Rzebitschek worked and where this earliest
knom Austrian musical box was made Later Rzebitschek
moved to a large city and changed from being an artisan to
industrial manufacture. It would be interestina lo know the
date when he did so

(3) Grahan Webb: The Cylinder Musical Box handbook,
1968. Pages l?1-l?2.

Useful Contocts

lf you wlsh to loln
the Soclety

Send application together with your remittance to:

Reg Wavlett
40 Station Approach, Haves,

Bromley BR2 7EF
(Europe 99, U.S.A $19 50, Airmail $36.50)

Membership Renewals
Send 98 (U.S.A. $17, Airmail $34) to:

Ted Brown
207 Halfwav Street, Sidcup,

Kent DA15 8DE

Display & classified advertising
John Powell

33 Birchwood Avenuq Leeds 17,
West Yorkshire LS1 7 8pJ

Articles & letters for publication
craham Whitehead

Broadgate Printing Co. Ltd.,
Crondal Road, Exhall, Coventry CW 9NH

society Ties
Available from;

Sue Holclen
Falconhurst, Pilgrims Way, Cuildford,

Surrev CU4 8AD
Price inc postage: Europe & Near East 94 jO,

Australia. New Zealand. Far East t4 40.
U S A 95 00, Canada 95 50

***

***

***

***

***

The timing cylinder used on the "Roller Machine" showD in the February 1926 issue of The
New Era Illustrated. A reprint of this article appears on the following two pages.

Mueic Rolle were then being made by The UpteDate Music Roll Co., Wescombe Works,
King Street llammersmith, Londoru W. Roll labels were marked: Actual Manufacturers Tbo
other addreeses on rolls were 4 Leysfreld Roa4 Shepherds Bush" London, W.12., and I
Netherwood Place, Netherwood Roa4 Kensington, W.14. David Bowers has tried one of these
cut for the Hupfeld 'Ilelios' orchestrion, and suggests that while tbey play well, the
arrangement ie rather uninterestin& the register changes few, and themes repeated.
Photogfaph and copy of New Era lllustrated loaned by Frank Hollsnd-
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A l.'l llOU(ilI the piano is probably
6- the nrost ulrlely krorvrr arrd

generally usetl nrusical instru-
mcnt in the world, there are manv devout
lovers uf tttusic who arc not able, arrd
llevcr u'ill be ablc, to play it or. for
that rlratter, any othcr instruutcrr[; but
this peculiar irrabilitl' [o l)roducc t)rusic,
rvhilc a;4rreciating all its appcal, is a
lrraltcr tor psvchologisLs' atlentior, aId
our wondcr al. it is itnDlaterial. Aftcr
all, the piano is very plainly tnade, thc
sounds of it being produced by strikirrg
r l(cy acLing as a lever to a hammer,
which in trrrn s[rikes the strirgs ; and
barring, one supposes, the drum, llrerc
can be no simpler instrumeDt in cxist-
ence. It is indeed in its modern lorl)r
a Derfccted slatc of all those anciert
insiruments consisl.ing of strings struck
hy hanttners. At onc titrlc lhe sl.rings
rverc placed irr a small box, wliich u'as
carried abouI by the player ; acconl-
l)anying it s'crc t\yo lil.l.le mallets, and
these were used to strike the strings in
the manner seen sith the child's toy
called the dulcimer. In this early shapc
the instrument can be traced in n':arl1'
every part 0f the globe, and it ttow
survivcs allnost irr its original [ortn irt
parts of I')urope and Asia. lI dcvelopctl
into an ir)strulnenI called a clavicr'
theriunt, irrtroduced in thc sixtecnllt
centur-r-, to h: lollowcd rapidly by thc
clavichord and thc sllitret, atrd so tttt
unLil thc preserrl- t'onderful products of
to-day werc cvolvcd. l)layers ltavc
extracl.ed exrtuisite sourld froltr all tltcs':
instrurncnts, ard tttillions havc tiecPll'
appreciatcd them, antong wh0llt wcrc
many who would have givcil an)'thilrg
to )le ahlc to hcal the ntusic ovcr atttl
over again in their ol'n hotltes.

'l'hus pinrro lnanulacttrriil!l l)c(ittlle ull
industry u-ith a big denrarrd. lJut thosc
inl-erested il it s'lto had tlte truc spirit
c! cntcrprisc nJl;ced thct thr Cr','an'l
was not so much for an instrulnent to
play as for music to hear; and as :t
result of their activitics thc [irst ttulo-
lnatic Orchcstrion appcarcd irr l'lng.;lntrtl
in 1852. This was thc Orcltestrion r,hich

MUSIC BY THE YARD

lln. LrioPoLD lluKI-r:
(Fnn an ohl phowroph,

llo intfo(luc((l lhc orellcstri0n ittlo lalt*ittn(l ill lE52

!-coDolrl lIuklc, N !.{ilte([ tnu5iciittt,
IrroughI here; ltuI iir thc strt)le \\'ay
[hat lilrn Produccrs [o-da1' tlesecratc
Lhe storics oI greal" authors, so did
subsc(uerrl InailUlacturcrs bccon:c t,are_
less over n)aking lhc ittstrutnt'rrts, rrhich
cvcrrl.ually u'erc morc ttoletl for ttoisc tltatt
[or ll)usic. Arrd u'e rctnent]ter the Iantous
tale of sorllc ur)forturate hurglals ilr this
corlcctior). Alloul- fiYc )clrs lgo IheY
Itrokc into n coun[ry hrtuse, attd havirl3
Iort:ed thcir $'ay into tl)e (lra$'ing-r(,onr,
lourrrl thaI l-heir lar)lern had givcrl out
Noticirig that thc housc x:r lightcd by
elect-ricjty, thel felt lor I s\\'itch, nnd
con)illg across one they depressed it.
Intnrcdiatelv thc uhole house llas Iilletl
vitlt a roar o[ sttund likc urtto lhc vricc
of the celclrrated llrrll of llrshnn l'of

hv mistake thev had started an electrical
oichestrion, arid 10 the tune of "'fhe
Maiden's Wish " thc robbers werc
caDtured.

But lorrg beforc this happcrred, thc
irrvention of the Abbc Volger had been

{enerallv superseded by the elettric
iliano and the pianolo, which are playctl
irV llleans of lrerlorated rolls of paper.
"fhe fact tllaL these rolls have to be

so cut l.hat air in passing through thel)l
causes a tune to be played, proves
that Inaking tltenr is at once a sciellco
and an art,iome of the details of which
we saw at the prelnises of lhe Up-To-
Date Music Holl-Co.. Wescombe Works,
I{ins Street, Hammersnrith, I-ondon, \V

O"ne of the principals of this firm is a

srtn of the man who introduced thc
orchestrion into England. And v'e are
able to qive mosl" interesting illustra-
tionsof faiherandson atwork- -thefather
Drel)aring music for the c'ld-fashiolt'd
orcheslrioil. and the son for the very
modern and etficient electric piano. For
this work they had, as it were' to learn
a special languaAe, a neu code of ntusic.
for no note ln 15q nrusic roll is simjlar
either in apDearance or position to those
on the muiic manuscript. l\Ir. F. (i.
lluklc, the son, is, like his father, atr
absolute nraster of this, and we watched
him u'ork upon a roll. It is placed in a

roller rlrachille turned by hand as the
notes are u'ritten, and over this is placed
the music to be reproduced ; the dett-
ness and accuracy I'ith which )Ir.
]Iukle " trauslated " tlte notes in pencil

s u'ouderlul.
roll is raLltcr
rnro numbered
n the middle,

and each side are the Perlorations, u'hich
arc made according to the length,
qual

Il, nall \'ll0
^tn witlr rrrelr
etfic ut $'e saw
all e Performed
bv him. \\'hile he is either translating
o; conlposillg music upon the roll, he

can at ilte same time listetr to anothor

Irln. F. G. MUKLE, pRparing a "roll " tor a mod€m electric Piilo
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MUSIC BY THE YARD-concluded
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lilishcrl roll l)ellrg tcste(l arrtl crrrr rlelccl
l-lre slighl"cs[ [arrll- irr llrc sorrrrtl, rrhitlr
rs iul cxar)rl)lo sl trtcrrLal ngilil") is hnr(l
Io be:rL. ,\lter the pcrloratiors ltavc
bcen tracetl on thc roll, il- is purrclrctl
orr lnotlter tttacltirre.

llnving seerr ovcr tlrc trorks, u'c lrrtl
llte pleasure of listerring to soll)e oI tlre
I'r'rrlr.lc rrf the Iirrr., arrd il ltruld bc
diificult to-tell rvhether thcy were being
IJlayed by hunran being or bv n)ccl)anisl)r.
'fhere rvas rrone o[ [hal. drrll rhlthtrr or

Secliorr rrl r " loll " rtrirrkrrl otrl t(:t{l) fol lrtrrtrlrirrg

rrctirllic Iollc altout i[, ittttl Ilrc lltolc
lrerlortnlrrce \\ils eor)sl)icuous lt;' tltu
lrlrserrcc oI thosc o]rviously tttacltitrc-
trlrlc sorrrrds uhich jar so l)luch ul)oil
iruvorc uith the slightcst tttusical car.

\\'herr onc comes 1o corsider it, tltis
irrtluslry has accolltltishc(l ;t lltosL
rcttrrrkable service, because it lras
cnabled those uho havc rever been ablc
to play a note to enjol all thc works
of tlle rnasters, such as Chopin, Reet-
hovcr, I)ehrrssv, John lrclarrd and othcr

I
gt

gleaL grlriuscs. \\ithout tllt ptesctrcc ttl it
l)ia n I st.

I-lp-To-l)atc llusic llolls, Ltd., Iulll
justify their ttame, Ior their products
reproselrt the highest l)itch oI develol'-
nlcll vcI rerclrerl in ttiecltattical music

r)ro(luction, and this [acl" is not on]y of
significance to thc Iirl)r rtttder review
and to music loyers, but also is a uational
triurrph, since the lirm is eirtlrel)'
British, havirrg been established herc
since 181-12.

c

F

l-

Itaking the p€rforations
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Fig. f. Typical "with-cherubs" tune sheet of the 1885-
l9OO period, size 9 by6 inches, coloured litho by Elsenen
Zurich, for serial 5941.

Here is one of the later style tune sheets, probably a bit
before 1885, from an unknown maker but well decorated
with musical cherubs, then in fashion. It has the serial
number 5941 written in the top margin and again among
the cherubs just below the composers' names, and tunes
from La Mascotte (1880) and Patience (1881) which
Gilbert furnished with the alternative title Bunthorne's
Bride.

The composer Emmett (1815- 1904) is rare on cylinder
boxes. Born Daniel Decatur Emmett in Ohio, he was a
composer and performer of Negro Minstrel music and
visited England in 1843. His other compositions include
I wish I was in Dixie's Land (1860) and Turkev in de
straw (1861).

Unknown maker
These boxes of unknown make almost always conform
rigidly to the conventional designs, which now helps
restorers and then helped the numerous parts makers.
But unfortunately they occasionally succumb to
somebody's bright idea, as illustrated herewittr" Instead

Fig. 2. Screwed cylinder gear of 5941, maker unknown

of the cylinder driving gear sliding on to a square on the
arbor it is screwed on, using a left-hand thread to keep it
hard up against a shoulder. I suppose it may have been
slightly cheaper to make, avoiding the square and the
fitting of pin, whereas the internal and external threads
were all done on the lathe; but the end result is apt to be
hard on a restorer because after a hundred years of being

tightened up every time the box played, and with rusting
along these two closely-mating wrought iron threads,
they are extremely difficult to unscrew. The operation is
not helped by the cylinder and the return spring being in
the way. I tried a 24-hour soaking in penetrating oil; then
some local heating; and finally a special tool engaging two
holes drilled axially into the gear, before I persuaded the
two to part. Of course, re-assembly is nice and easy.

Harpe Harmonique Piccolo
All manner of fancy names were applied to cylinder
musical boxes after about 1880, and most of them had no
technical or musical significance, being merely the names
of various makers' current models,

An exception to this is the Harpe Harmonique, and
more particularly the Harpe Harmonique Piccolo which
emerged as a recognisable standard type. The date of
their first appearance, probably about 1880, is confused
by the fact that most of them give no indication of their
makers. Some by Baker Troll and Ami Revenc are
known, but most of the others have unidentifiable
general-purpose tune sheets and usually also have their
serial numbers stamped on the bass end cylinder bearing
bracket; this was done by Paillard and Conchon and an
unknown number of unknown makers and is no clue to
identity.

In addition to the description given as a heading on the
tune sheet, all these boxes have two distinctive features:
a zither is applied to most teeth of the main comb, which
gives the optional "harp" effect when correctly adjusted;
and there is a so-called Piccolo comb. This is better
described as a treble comb because in practice it seldom
carries more than about five teeth tuned to higher pitches
than are found on most good single-comb boxes. It is also
usual for these Harpe Harmonique movements to have
the larger type of case with separate feet and, often, a
plinth. Baker Troll made some with interchangeable
cylinders and mounted on matching tables. I think it is
true to say that all these boxes are lever-wound.

Harpe Harmonique Piccolo movements come with
various comb arrangements, but by far the most common
type has a 13 in. cylinder playing eight airs. The main
comb usually has 61 teeth and the treble comb 32. A
typical example is Ami Rivenc serial number 44136 and
they must have been pleased with it because an exact
copy of the mechanism and tune sheet (but with different
case) appeared with serial number 44292. Teeth 59 and
60 of the main comb are tuned to the same pitch as tooth
1 of the treble comb, and tooth 6 1 the same pitch as tooth
2. Exactly the same 2-note overlap is often noted, for
example on another unknown maker's serial number
5044 with 11in. cylinder and combs of 5l and 26
teettr-

Another box with the 61 plus 32 combs and 13 in.
cylinder playing eight airs is no. 5941, again of unknown
make. Here the comb teeth overlap further than usual,
thus...

Main comb teeth 51.52 54, 55 56, 57, 58 59, 60 61

Treble comb teeth
of the same oitch t,2,3 4,5 6,7 ,9, 10 11

The comb tooth dimensions on these later boxes tend
to be rather casual. Teeth on no. 5941 fluctuate in width
by up to 0.005" from tooth to tooth, and in thickness by
up to 0.002". There is also some variation in the position
of the thinnest parl Stiffness calculations are therefore
rather suspect, but I have done them for all the above
mentioned teeth, noting that the treble. comb teeth are
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narrower than those on the main comb. as is usual with
these movements. Despite this, all teeth of the same
pitch are of approximately the same stiffness - as you
would expect. So the only logical motive in placing them
on separate combs (with the knowledge abvailable in
1880) would be to achieve the sublime harmony effecL
Yet no such attempt was made by the tune arranger for
serial5941; the tracks of teeth5l to 61 on the main comb
are very lightly pinned and in fact three of these eleven
teeth are almost unused- Also. the occasions of corres-
ponding teeth on the two combs being sounded together
are exceedingly few. So the motive of this overlap
remains a puzzle, and in any case I think that an overlap
as big as eleven teeth on this type of box is rare.

It is also apuzzle why all these boxes have two combs.
Perhaps it was a help in production, and especially in
getting uniform hardening and tempering. But more
likely it was just a sales gimmick- "Superior model, two
combs." Some Conchon boxes had their tune sheets
inscribed "Deux Claviers." Many single-comb boxes had
a good piccolo effecL

The 13 in. cylinder of Harpe Harmonique Piccolo no.
5941 has 6139 pins, of which 4310 play the 61 teeth of
the main comb and 1829 play the 32 treble teeth. So the
main comb averages 70 pins per tooth and the treble
comb 57, which only indicates that the piccolo effect is
not overdone.

Another example of the casual attitude to tooth
dimensions occurs in Ami Rivenc 44292, where for some
reason tooth 61 of the main comb and tooth 1 of the
treble comb have both been added (undoubtedly by the
maker) as separate pieces of steel. Both are wider than
their neighbours but of the same stiffness and they are
indistinguishable in tone and volume.

It is sometimes stated that the teeth in Piccolo combs
are harder than in main combs. I have never seen an
example of this, and in all the boxes here mentioned both
combs are of the same hardness - that is to say, their
teeth have been hardened and tempered in the usual way
so that the tips are still comparatively brittle but the
tempering has been carried far enough to make the steel
malleable for about a quarter of its length from the root.
It is quite common to see, in this region, the punch marks
made when the teeth were originally corrected for
alignment, during manufacture.

All these boxes are decidedly noisier than their
predecessors of the 1860s, for three reasons: the comb
teeth are slightly stiffer; the sound radiation efficiency is
improved by the larger cases having larger sound-boards;
and the tune arrangers generally employ heavier chords
preference to the quieter and more subtle musical
decorations of earlier years. This permitted loud and soft
passages, a less subtle form of forte-piano. The style
must have proved popular because there were numerous
variants on what I have called the standard Harpe
Harmonique Piccolo, some illustrating once again the
makers' casual attitude to descriptive titles. Tune sheets
with inscriptions such as Mandoline Piccolo are found on
ordinary Harpe Harmonique Piccolo boxes. Conversely,
one finds Harpe Harmonique Zither and Harpe Tremolo
tune sheets on boxes which are fundamentally differenl

An example of the first is illustrated in Vol. 1l no. B
page 107. It has a 16 in. cylinder playing ten airs with
combs of 60 and 32 teeth with the usual 2-note overlap.
What is meant by Mandolin Piccolo, one might well ask
There is just one set of four teeth tuned to the same pitch
in the treble comb, and never more than three to the same
pitch in the main comb. But they are quite cleverly
arranged to give many near-mandolin effects.

Fig. 3. Harpe Harmonique Zitther(sic) serial 1b98, with
printed tune sheet 7% by 5% inches, litho by Vallue!
Besangon. (Ste. Croix is nearer to Besangon than to
Zurich and speeks the same language.)

An example of the second type is illustrated herewith.
This box of unknown make, serial 1598, has a 13 in.
cylinder playing six tunes. The main comb of 70 teeth at
the bass end plays the tunes straight The second comb
with optional zither, has 53 teeth of reduced stiffness.
They cover the same range of notes as teeth 16 to 44 of
the main comb but with several groups of three and four
teeth tuned to the same pitch It therefore plays a softer,
part mandolin version of parts of the tunes. This musical
decoration from the second comb is effective both with
and without the zither. It puts the movement into the
same general type as the Harpe Eolienne.

A similar arrangement occurs in Conchon 7481 with
Harpe Tremolo tune sheet, except that the mandolin
comb is at the bass end and has teeth rather stiffer than
the main comb. This reduces the volume contrast but
improves the "harp" effect when the zither is applied to
the stiffer comb. The main comb has 50 teeth of which
nos. 24 to 50 cover the same range as the 51 teeth in the
mandolin comb; this limited range permits groups of five
teeth giving a more satisfactory mandolin effecL

Despite their sometimes wayward descriptions, all
these boxes have an above-average performance, and one
looks forward to discovering further different types, and
possibly also the thinking behind them . . . even if they
nullify some of the opinions expressed above.

Ep6e
The Ep6e factory at Sainte-Suzanne, in the South of
France near the Swiss border, started up in 1839 and was
well established by 1845. It was very much on its own
compared with the Swiss makers who had a network of
component suppliers; and L'Ep6e decided to be self-
sufficient from the start though he wisely kept close to
the traditional Swiss design.

The main distinctive features of L'Ep6e movements
are their U-shaped steel click springs; wooden handles on
iron winding levers; and polished, tin plated cast iron
bedplates. These bedplates were finished by a common
and cheap process of the period known as "whitening,"
and consisting of tin plating over a flash of copper, giving
a neat, polished, silver-white surface. Not surprisingly
after a hundred years the tin gets attacked in places
exposing patches of copper and sometimes patches of
rust on the iron; these defects have provoked several
inaccurate descriptions of the original process. The
bedplates can be restored either by polishing down to the
iron surface or by having them commercially re-plated. . .

still over copper but nowadays the tin is deposited by
electro-plating.
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L'Ep6e cases also generally have three distinctive
features - the glass of the glass lid slides into its frame;
the control lever platform is screwed to the upright; and
often the mechanism is secured by bolts screwed into the
bedplate legs through the bottom of the case.

Movements in these cases were sold by agents
including A. Woog and S. Woog whose initials were
sometimes stamped in an oval beside the serial number
on the bedplate. The tune sheets were often plain and
headed "Musique de Geneve," a title which was the
recognised description of this unique type of music but
was naturally considered unnecessary by the Swiss
makers.

L'Ep6e also sold movements with and without cases as
the main supplier to Thibouville-Lamy of Paris, who did
not manufacture musical boxes despite the suggestion on
their tune sheets that they did. In France and in
Switzerland it was usual to add Fabrique or Fabricants
(namely that you had a factory or were a manufacturer)
despite never making the item so labelled.

In giving these guidelines to L'Ep6e characteristics it
must be admitted that the total number of boxes seen is
far, far less than an adequate statistical sample. Also,
some details may have been established only after
L'Ep6e had been in operation for several years. For
example Dr. J. E. Roesch in the 1974 Silver Anniversary
collection of the MBSI describes details of eight L'Ep6e
boxes, unfortunately without giving their serial numbers,
and inter alia reports . . .

1. In all eight boxes the male Geneva peg was a steel pin
fixed axially into the spring arbor. (I have seen this on
only one L'Ep6e box" serial 1216, 1880, but I have also
seen it on a late Ami Rivenc.)

2. Only one of the eight had the wooden winding
knob.

3. Four had tune indicators of a distinctive type with a
curved pointer having very wide arrow-head.

4. Six had steel damper pins, one had brass dampers.

AU eight movements and cases also conformed to the
details given at the start of these notes. I think the
damper pins were iron rather than steel, and it seems
probable that most L'Ep6e movements originally had
brass dampers, - not a good idea as they wore out along
the track of their contact with the cylinder pins as can
clearly be seen on any survivors. Dr. Roesch also made
the excellent point that the U- shaped click springs were a
standard type for French clocks.

All these features except the tune indicator and the pin
type of Geneva stop are found on L'Ep6e serial no. 26925
with I6Yq in. cylinder andT 4 tooth comb playing twelve
tunes. It still has a few brass dampers (with iron pins) but
of.course they may not be the originals. They are from
0.013" to 0.015" wide. The tune spacing is 0.018",
compared with the general Swiss standard of 0.017"
which explains why there are only 7 4 teeth for a l6Vr in.
I2-air cylinder. For these L'Ep6e movements the comb
teeth formula has accordingly to be altered from 60 times
to 56 times the cylinder length in inches divided by the
number of tunes.

The twelve tunes on L'E p6e26925 are a good selection
of mainly operatic airs but the arrangements are rather
pedestrian and some have stereotyped frnale or make-
length chords at their ends. All have excellent bass
support helped by good boundradiationfrom thel2r/z in.
by 7r/z in. case whose sound board has a periphery of
60 in Rigid fixing of bedplate directly to soundboard
probably also helps. Arditls Il Bacio is very well done
though it suggest rather a heavyweight kiss. IViener

Fig.4.
L'Ep6e

The S. Woog trademark stamped on bedplate of
serial number 26925.

Fig. 5. Plain tune sheet, 8 by 4 inches, for L'Ep6e
26925.

Kinder is by Joseph Strauss, opus 61, 1858.

All the L'Ep6e features (again excepting the tune
indicator and Geneva pin but still with most of the iron
damper pins) are also to be found on serial 40804, 9r/c in.
cylinder playing six tunes with seven bells. The 73-tooth
music comb and 7 -tooth bell comb occupy about 83/ in. of
the cylinder which has wider than usual margins. The
bedplate has rro legs but a small semi-circular extension
each end to take a screw into a wood block in the case,
which is extremely ornate with extensive marquetry and
brass stringing on the front, sides and domed lid and was
undoubtedly made by L'Ep6e. This no. 40804 has a
green Thibouville-Lamy tune sheeL

Several L'Ep6e movements have been found with
NICOLE FRERES stamped on the bedplate. At one
time this was thought to have been a fraud, cashing in on a
well-known name; but it now seems far more likely that
they were supplied by L'Epee to Nicole, probably to
alleviate a temporary shortage. They have not (so far)
been widely enough reported to confirm this or to sort out
the origin of their serial numbers, though these are
almost certain to be L'Epee's, those seen including
10349, 16295 and 17101, all lever wound.

Amazing
Three small single-tune musical boxes, with movements
and cases manufactured by convicts in Dartmoor prison,
were featured in the film Sherlock Holmes and the
Secret Code (USA title Dressed to Kill). This was one
of the later Rathbone/Bruce films directed by R. W. Neill
for Universal in 1946. Its story was not from Conan
Doyle, though it included a comic version of the bogus
fire-alarm incident in A Scandal in Bohemia The plot
depended on different wrong notes in the same tune on
the three musical boxes adding up to a clue which would
locate a criminal's loot. Holmes got there first' of course,
but one had to admire the Dartmoor tune arrangers. I
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The Passing of Winter
by Arthur W. G. J. Ord-Hume

They buried Freddie Winter at the end
of Marclr. And his funeral procession
was preceded by the Havenstreet Queen
- his magnificently-restored traction
engine.

Fred Winter was one of those charac-
ters of the Isle of Wight Not that he was
old by any means- he was just 66 years
old But he was surely one of the nicest
chaps you could wish to meeL Born in
Havenstreel apprenticed to a garage in
near-by Wooton and in charge of his own
business in a converted blacksmith's
forge since demob from the RAF in
1947, Fred was known from one end of
the Isle of Wight to the other and every
year it was his traction engine which
took part in the annual carnivals and
raised money for charity.

My involvement with him began
unexpectedly during the Iate afternoon
of July 13th 1962. About 5.30pm to be
strictly precise.

You see, at that time my place of work
was in Newport main town of the Island,
where I shared an attic office with a
secretary, three wooden filing cabinets
and a two-legged table whose other end
was of necessity screwed to the window
sill On a clear day, you could just about
see out of the window, but a lot of the
time it was better to work hard, finish
early, and head offout into the fresh air
and thence home.

The day in question was very hot and,
being high summer, the Island's narrow
roads were a-swim with holidaymakers
in the cars, coaches, summer-service
buses and a welter of other generally
slow-moving traffic. This did not worry
me because I knew the back roads. the
lanes and the off-the-beaten track ways.

And so it was that I came to be driving
down a particularly narrow and very
quiet lane towards the tiny village of
Havenstreet Havenstreet is virtually
one road on a hillside with a cluster of
houses, a pub and a general stores in
nmidst the open country. Being short of
petrol and knowing there was a garage
half way up the hill I decided to stop.
And that s how I met Fred Winter.

Garage proprietor, ace mechanic,
Iocal sage and traction-engine enthusiasl
Fred had apparently seen me only the
previous week taking part in an antiques
programme on local television and
discussing musical boxes" At once we
began chatting enthusiastically about
musical boxes. No. he didn't collect
them, but he appreciated thern- His love
was steam and traction engines in
particular (later he was to be a staunch
supporter of the local steam railway as
well). Anyway, he sai4 if I was interested
in musical boxes, he'd got one he didn't
want

He led me across the road to the main
building and there, standing at the back
of the almost bare roortr, was a 19%-inch
Polyphon complete with pediment and a

stack of not-too rusty discs. "Took it in

settlement of a bad debl" he confided
"Didn't really want it but it was all the
chap had to offer."

The polyphon responded eagerly to a
penny and played a disc. "How much do
you want for it?" I asked, irware that the
going price for a Poly this size was
between f10 and f20 and that I had
exactly €13 on me with which to buy
petrol and, presumably, the music box

"Stands me in 115," he replied, "but
Id be glad to get shot of the thing."

I offered l12.lO/- (9I2.50p in today's
money) and he at once accepted. After
he'd put four gallons of petrol in the car,
I paid him the €13 and he handed over
the few coppers change. Together we
put the Polyphon into the front seat
having removed the seat and wedged
that into the booL

That Polyphon was a beauty as
regards the case. It was magnificent
However, the combs were very badly
worn The discovery of a similar Poly-
phon on the Council rubbish tip at
Sandown a few weeks later afforded an
elegant solution since that one had a bad
case but a perfect, well-oiled and greased
movement In a short while the move-
ments were changed around and the
residue made into a perfect machine
which I sold to a local antique dealer
named Spearing who lived in a big but
isolated house on the Wooton road out
of Newport He gave me €8.

The Polyphon took up position behind
the front door in the hallway of my
Island home near Sandown and, to my
surprise, everybody who came to the
door would put money into iL Once a
quarter, Id empty it and usually there
was a good couple of pounds in it to be
bagged up and used for buying news-
papers or bus fares. The old case
gleamed and the marriage with the fine
once-discarded musical movement made
an excellent pair.

And some years later, that worn-out
movement and its patched-up case
which I sold to Mr Spearing (who always
wore white cotton gloves when handling
antiques) turned up in a London saleroom
and made some staggering figure. C'est
la vie!

Freddie Winter remained a good if
but occasional friend for when I moved
from the Island, our chances to meet
were few indeed He later bought a
replica fairground organ and used that
too, in his tireless support of charities.

His Polypho4 or rather most of it still
lives with me, now an incomparable
specimen of that fine breed of Leipzig
disc machines. Its actual cost after all
the dealing, was t5.10/- (15.50) but of
course, that was a long time back

And so, as Fred Winter was buried in
the little churchyard off Havenstreet s

main street the Havenstreet Queen
paid its traditional showman's last
respect to its old owner - three long
farewell blasts on her whistle. I
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Geoff Alford's bttcr on page 236 of the last
edition of the Music Box has prompted
conment frorn Brian Oram Although I feel
that Geoff Alford wos probably referring to
F.O.P.S., Brian Orar4 Hon. Sec. of thc
Mechanical Organ Owners' Society has
assutned the reference was to his Society and
has answered as follows.

I referto Geoff AUord's letterin VoL l2 No.
6 page 236 in which he makes certain
remarks about organ festivals but there are
historical reasons why this should be.

Firstly, and probably the most important
is that for very many decades the Statutory
Authorities have considered busking using
the medium of music to be an illegal practice.
This is generally categorised as giving'ahns
to the poor,' but the fact is that many
Councils ban the use of music in a Public
Place, and although we hear many pedeshians
with wireless sets making a noise which some
would call'a God Almighty din can and, on
occasiong does put such people before the
local Magistrates.

Many Councils have banned the use of
music which can be heard on a public
highway (this term is a little vague as
footpaths are also included) and therefore
there are people in this country who could be
fined for using their television set within their
own homes, if it could be heard outside.

Before the 'greater Councils' came into
being many authorities allowed busking by
licence, as in Londor! but since the individual
Acts of Parliament came into being by the
new Councils many have written a specific
ban into their Acts. One such Council
Wycombe District Council, with which
M. O. O. S. was actively engaged, was
persuaded not to include this Clause in their
new Constitution. Unfortunately in London it
is the Police who now decide whether music
can be played in Public and because this
Body is against anything which might cause
additional problems, the nonnal course of
action is to ban the use of music in public.
This has happened to me on numerous
occasions where I used often to become
involved in small street carnivals. The Police
accept music at such events as the London
Marathon and in certain confined areas such
as parks.

Secondly, the resurrection of the mechani-
cal organ in this Country came about by the
sale of traction engines to private individuals
(in which incidentally, I was heavily involved
in effectively negotiating the Order in
Council of 1916 on boiler inspection), and
later the purchasing of fair organs from
Showmen who quite frankly have little wish
to cart a large and cumbersome music making
machine which often has far more tantrums
than Theodora of Byzantium, wife of
Justinian and were thankful to offload a
useless piece of equipment which took up a
gteat deal of space and, more often than not
was fanatical in its insistence on being
permanently out of tune and its action stuck
up with verdigris. The Showmen in those
days thought themselves lucky to find some
fool who would part with t100, who would not
only cart it away at his own expense but lavish
a vast amount of care rebuilding the thing.
Mechanical organs therefore became part of
the Tlaction Engine Rally, and at which a
great number not only of Traction Engines
but also mechanical organs of all sizeg
description, ability and country of origin
could be seen throughout the Summer. Some
have as many as sirty such instruments, of
varying musical ability, on display and mostly
playing for the edification of the Public at
large. But the English are best described
musically by the words of Sir Thomas



Beecham, who said: "The English do not
understand music but they like the noise it
makes," which in many people's view is still
very true today. Handel also made similar
comments.

Thus, far from having no mechanical music
available for people to listen to there are
something like eighty Traction Engine Rallies
throughout the Country each year covered by
the National Traction Engine Club's Rules
and a great many more that are not togetber
with an array of events which generally are
unpublicised for a variety of reasons.

It might also be worth a comment on the
cost ofrunning mechanical organs away from
one's home. Agreed there are a great number
of small very portable instruments and
NIO.O.S. will be publishing a resum6 of all
those now being built and which can with
ease be placed into the boot of a car. The
larger instruments cannot be carried in such
a manner, and due to the various Transport
Acts it is not now possible to haul a load of
say l0 tons with a Land Rover so more
power{ul and heavy equipment is required by
Law. Such transport is extremely expensive
to maintain insure and licence before one
starts to put it on the road and this is before
the maintenance of the organ can be con-
sidered. It is therefore not unreasonable for
such owners to require anything from i60 to
i500 a day and more for the appearance of
one of these larger instruments. For instance
if I go to a two day event it means that I also
have to ts-ke with me an ancient Showman's
caravan which in itseH is a piece of archaic
equipment and justifies some financial
acknowledgement by organisers. It also
requires a day hauling there and another
back besides perhaps two or three days
ensuring that all is in order before I leave.
Thus, for a two day appearance, I could well
spend a week involved with my personal
organisation, and those who have very large
instruments have also to cover the costs of
their assistants particularly if the organ is
expected to play non-stop from 10 arn until
well after midnight Traction engine owners
can and do leave their engines for long
periods or park the machine alongside the
beer tent which no organ owner is able to do
unless he happens to be the only lucky
individuaL

I must now, si& comment upon your
remarks about M.O.O.S.

This Society was formed some years ago
and after about three or four years I resigned
from another mechanical organ society. I was
at one time a Vice President of that other
Society with the particularjob of looking into
all matters which related to the organ owners,
because at that time the owners objected
strongly to the manner in which that Society
placed its emphasis upon those with tape
recorders and ca.meras, all perfectly in order
so long as the emphasis of the Society was
towards the owners. I was unable to be at an
AG.M when the general Membership decided
to scrap the owners' section and the owners,
being much in the minority, were powerless
to support their own claims. It should be
stated that some years previous to this
decision a power{ul lobby of organ owners
forced the starting of an owners' section at an
A.G.I\[ at Leicester.

Because ofwhat we considered to be unfair
treatment, some owners decided to form a
small Society dedicated to the power of the
owners so that the Voting Rights in any
decisions are made only by the organ owners
of M.O.O.S., although we take note of those
other than owners who put forward what we
consider to be proper propositions.

Because of I\4.O.O.S.' insistence that the
owners are the most important Members, a
number of categories of Membership have
evolved and all by varioue means allow up to
three times the membership of actual ownerg
but due to other matters this figure will never
be reached. M.O.O.S. has therefore made it
its business to ensure that its Members are

properly informed about Copyright" road
transport and a considerable amount of
space in our "organ," which is published four
times a year, technical matters which can and
do beset the owner when he is away from
home. Thus for a long time we have had an
article on simple cooking.

I am informed, but I have not been
approached as Secretary, that the other
society wishes for an amalgamation but until
the other Society amends its views to make
the owners all-important, this cannot be
considered by M.O.O.S.

M.O.O.S. Membership is composed of a
great variety of people, many of whom are
professionally involved, and although the
balance of Membership at the moment is
towards the private individual this has not
been so in the past when the Professionals
outnumbered the Amateurs.

Before I close, it is the Law that anyone
who wishes to play a musical instrument in
Public, whether on private or public land,
shall be in possession of a Copyright Licence,
and before long M.O.O.S. will again be
involved with the proposals for the new
Copyright Act in which the Society was
heavily involved with the Green Paper of
1981.

Thank you Brian for your interesting and
pertinent points. Your uiew does not appeor to
support Geoffs in his comtnent that sotne
councils are taking a more enltghtened uiew
concerning the use of mechanical music in
town centres. I personally haue witnessed this
transition as many councils are now becoming
aware of the benefits of tourism. For instance,
Leamingtnn Spa, a town which has seen and
reaped the benefits of tourism in recent years,
is actually contributing to the cosh of Napton
Nickelodeon's Organ Grind on 30th AugusL
They beli.eue that the publicity from this euent
will bring more people to shop in Leamington
to the benefit of the local traders. Again at
Christmas, Leamington Spa Chamber of
Cornmerce actually pay bushers(andmyseLf as
the towns official organ grinder), to liuen up the
streets for late night shopping.

When one is contemplatlng arranging a
town centre organ grind, the first approach
should be to the Marketing or Tourism officer.
With him on your side other departments or the
Police will rarely raise any objections.

Your comment on the extortionate costs of
transporting large instruments, again councils
wishing to encourage Lhese actiuities will often
contribute towards these costs. But Geoff
Alford's letter to which Brian is replying was
really referring to the much smaller insFuments
that wiII generaLly fit into the boot of a car,
costing nothing extra in transport These
instruments are far more suited for town centre
festiuals due to the limited space they occupy
on pauement sites, or under shop canopies in
case of inclement weather.

Brian's final paragraph is particularly
releuant to organ grinds arranged by the
Society. Whilst Brian is correct in saying that
anyone who ploys a musical instrument in
public needs a copyright licence, this may not
be strictly the case in our situation. The regular
rally enthusinsts can obtain a yearly licence
from the Performing Right Society, 29-33,
Berners Street, London WI P 4AA for the sum
of t9.00. This will entitle the holder tn play
copyright music on his instruments publicly
and as often as he wishes, but permission to do
this will still be needed fronr the Rally
Organisers, landowner or local council Local
councils may not be so co-operatiue if the
collection is for personal gain" but in the case of
our Society grinds, money is being collected for
a specifi.c charity, With Society euents there is
no need for each indiuidual organiser to obtain
o P.R.S. licence as it'is the organiser's
resporrcibility to notify the Performing Right
Society of the euent, ond. prouid,ing that the
money is collected for a charity dedicatcd to the
"relief of human suffering," a free licence can
be applied. for and no royalty would be
leui.ed Ed.

Mr. Brian Robertson writes from
Buckinghamshirer I would respectfully
first like to introduce myself as a non-
member of the MBS who over the past 10
years has been fortunate enough to have
gained friends who are themselves members
of the Society.

Due to a continuing health problem I had
to retire from my job two years ago at the
relatively early age of 50 and now have to
content myself with a rather restricted range
of activities which needless to say include
a very modest though keen interest in
mechanical organs.

I am pleased to say that about 4 or 5 years
ago I acquired a small (20 key no less) pipe
organ which had been very skillfully con-
structed for me by one of my MBS friends
and which I still at that time regarded as
'magical' in every respecl The member in
question would I know be very embarrased if
I named him, so suffice to say that I have
named the organ a 'BALCHINI which I hope
establishes credit as is appropriate, for the
sake of posterity.

During my ownership I have decorated the
organ and added a number of moving figures
which I hoped would enhance the device,
however my wife who has been good enough
to let me keep it in our lounge is beginning to
say that she thinks I may have gone too far
and regularly mutters'when will it stop?'.

I think the'last strad could well be my
slightly acrobatic rnonkey and his mates, one
being decked out in red white and blue;
another eating peanuts and yet another
beating the second over the head for his
troubles.

Such activities, on my part, may well sound
juvenile but give me immense pleasure and
satisfaction during constmction and of course
if ever completed and working.

Not wishing to push my luck too far with
my ever-patient wife I have sensibly decided
to forget my idea for a descending archangel
blowing a real bugle (you think I am joking I
know) and remove the bunting after the
Royal Wedding, a concession that has been
long painfully and I am pleased to report
successfully negotiated. Not I would add
without concessions on my part one I am
sorry to say being the re-decoration of our
kitchen although like the best pay settlements
this will be allowed to be'phased' over a
suitable period to fit in with other committ-
ments and available efforl

About 3 years ago I was fortunate enough
to be able to accept an invitation to go to stay
with friends in FranKurt for a few days and
whilst there was hoping to be able to realize a
long cherished.ambition which was to visit
Mr. Raffin at Uberlingen, see his range of
organs and perhaps acquire a second roll of
"musik" for my Balchini as after about a year
it was difficult for everyone to feel really
enthusiastic about the single roll acquired
with the organ and as a consequence, played
incessantly.

Needless to say as a surprise one day my
friends drove me from Stuttgart where we
also stayed for a few days, to Uberlingen in
about 2 hours or so it seemed (the next best
thing to flying believe me) where we visited
Mr. Raffir\ The Bodensee and churches etc.
(in reverse order) and still "flew" home in
time for tea!

Although feeling somewhat shell-shocked
the visit to Mr. Raffins establishment was
quite fantastic even though he had no idea
that we were coming and did not know us. He
showed us around the factory, gave us
refreshments and a sample tape of "20 key"
organ music to each of the three of us.

The visit was not easy for any of us (we
were there for three hours) as apart from not
speaking a word of German and being
partially deaf I also have a speech impediment
which causes me to converse in a faint
whisper only, not easy whilst organs are
playing! Anyway you can perhaps picture the
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scene.; friends drinking Cognac ready for
the 'flighC home. Mr. Raffin and one of his
beautiful daughters doing their very best to
help me select rolls of music. Myself becoming
very exhausted (part of my trouble under
such circumstances). Mr. Rafins staff waiting
to go home for their tea The daylight fading
fast (fm not too keen on night flights!).

Not really ideal circumstances in which to
attempt to try to select music which I might
like from approximately 50 German titles or
so. The cost of rolls certainly precludes
taking too much of a chance and to most non-
Germans most of the titles mean little
although just a few are identifiable.

Has anyone, perhaps Mr. Raffin, thought
of taping the lot? A formidable task I know,
but potential customerE could pay a deposit
to borrow the tape!

Better still, how about some real English
Rolls like Cruising Down The River, one f ve
always thought should sound good.

Anyway, suffice to say that we left long
after the factory had closed with Mr. Raffin
and his daughter waving us goodbye and
myself gleefully clutching three new rolls of
music of the Mylar I think it is called, almost
indestructable material

One of these, namely roll No. 5 is still my
firm favourite although the tune titles eg.
Unter dem Doppeladler and Schneewalzer
mean nothing to me until I can hear the
fairground type music actually playing.

In conclusion I would like if possible
through your journal to wish Mr. 'Balchini'
who is not enjoying the best of health at the
moment a speedy recovery back to good
health again. I

ARTHUR W J G ORIIIIUME writes
ftom London:- Sincere congratulations
on a very fine first issue of the new
MUSIC BOX I received this with high
expectations. My expectations were
surpassed. You have made a first-rate
job of it and clearly demonstrated the
initiation of a new and positive plan to
put THE MUSIC BOX back where it
belongs - as the best society journal in
the whole of the mechanical musical
instrument collectors' world.

Keep up the good work t
HARVEY ROEHL writes from New
Yorlq US.d- Today the MUSIC BOX
arrived and I thoroughly enjoyed reading
an Englishman's impression of the
MBSI Convention in California last
year !

There's one minor item for which you
might wish to make a note. While
everyone, and particuiar Ralph and
Gloria Schaclq worked very hard putting
this entire affair together, the'Organising
Committee' was not headed by thern,
but by Richard Rigg. Ralph was respon-
sible for putting together the tours, and
Gloria was responsible for registration
mattf rs.

Dick Rigg, an MBSI Trustee, worked
very hard for two years on the overall
organisational aspects of this. His, and
the efforts of his committee, were
certainly productive in the extreme ! As
for actual attendance, it was very close
to the 600 mark

My apologies to Dch Rigg, whom
unfortunalply I did not meeL Obuiously
he was kept busy behind the
Ed

H. STRENGERS writes from
Netherlands:- My congratulations with
your first "Music Box" !

In Volume 12, Number 5, Spring
1986, page 172, therc is a fine story
about Lord Baden-Powell - now in
automata form- The automaton, plays
his favourite tune "Sarie Marais" (and
not "O Sari Marlsr" as mentioned in the
article). It is a song, dating from the
great Boer War in South Africa (1899-
1902). The composer and the author of
the text are unknown Nowadays you
can hear this song occasionally played
by a street organ in the Netherlands. As
a schoolboy I have learned this song by
heart It was oDe of my favourites too.
Perhaps you will copy this song in the
"Music Bor" It is an arrangement for
guitar. A translation of the first verse
follows:
My Sarie Marais is so far from my
heart
but I hope to see her again
She has lived in the neighbourhood of
the Mooi-River,
but that was before the war started.
Otu bring me back to the old
Transvaal
it is there, where my Sarie lives. I
Aa k .tit

J RONALD BOPB President, Musi
cal Box Society International writes
ftom Joplin, USI!- I received the copy
of The Mueic Box and was very plea-
santly surprised at the quality and
number of good articles It is a pleasure
to have good things in print about our
mutual hobby and I know that if this is a
sample of what you are planning to do
that your editorship will be a success.

We are looking forward to a super
meeting in Cleveland, Ohio at the end of
this month when we will have the
opening of our second museurn There
are many mighty fine collections in
Cleveland and this always makes for an
enjoyable meeting. Hope to see you this
late summer in Sarasota Mary Jo and I
have put together a very unusual and I
thin\ good audiovisual progremme for
the after dinner entertainment Saturday
evenin& which will probably be worth
the pounds it costs to come over here.

T
AI\GELO RL]Iil, Editor of MBSI
Technical Journal, writes from
Minnesots:- Sometimes procrastination
has some advantage. In this instance it
offers me the opportunity to congratulate
you on two outstanding issues of The
Music Bor I knew that your talent and
enthusiasm would make a difference in
the publication; however, you have
exceeded any expectations I might have
had.

I wish you continued success and
thank you for your effortc I look forward
to future issues and know that the
magazine will add much lustre and
incentive in widening the scope of our
wonderful hobby.

G PLANUS writes from South
Salem:- The editor. (MaytheLord have
mercy upon him) etc. You must be bored
wiv ali them bleedin' compliments, so
Ill just say "Jolly good show, Ole Chap"
an' get on to other matters.

Enclosed is a photo of a Music Box
gaveyard I have established. Perhaps
one could be established in the UK ? If
any member is interested I can Franchise
the idea
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The 5th June sale at Christie's South
Kensington was dominated, in terms
of lots, by the gramophone section,
but the sixty-three lots of pneumatic
and stringed mechanical instruments
and musical boxes contained several
very noteworthy items.

Pride of place goes to the 1836
Davrainville clockwork barrel organ
(featured in the Christie's South
Kensington advertisement in the last
issue of Music Box), atable inshument
with five 12-inch barrels whichrealised
98,000. An Imhof & Mukle barrel
organ, with nine 28-inch barrels,
brought91,000 less, which shows that
small is beautiful Arere20s/r in coin-
slot self changing Regina reached

S6,500, and a much less rare 24Va in
Polyphon with disc-bin made t6,000,
which perhaps shows that familiarity
does not always breed contempL

Turning to the next sale on 18th
September, early entries include an
Erhlich's Patent Orpheus mechanical
zither (a miniature grand piano that
works from 13 in Ariston-type discs)
and a Symphonion longcase clock
135/a in Sublime Harmony movemenL
There is a 197e in upright Polyphon-
isn't there always, but this one has a
clock in its pediment Cylinder boxes
include two P.V.F. Mandoline Expres-
sive models, one in good condition
and one for an expert tip-replacer, as
well as a splendid Baker-Troll drum,
castanet and bell box. There is also a

bocage automaton with rocking ship
and clock in the gilt base, while pianos
include a Weber DuoArt Grand and a

satinwood Pianola push-up.

Reviews by Ian Aldermam
"Good Old-Fashioned Player Piano
Music." Vol. I. Tape Cassette No. MRR
IOOBA. Available from Marion Roehl
Recordings, PO Box 97. Vestal NY
13850 USA.

The Kohler and Campbell Autopiano of
1923 is no concert grand. Anyone expecting
Carnegic Hall should forget it. Ifyou want the
Western Saloon, however, buy this tape. I
should mention in passing, tbat at one point
the recording level is not constant, but you
may not notice this, and I got into a muddle
trying to match the tunes I heard to the
printed list, but you rnay unscramble what I
could noL All this is insignificant when set
against the music recorded. The pianists I
will list: J.-Lawrence Cook, Harry Shipman,
Ben Coots. Bud Earl. Burt Franklin, Herb
Willett, Max Kortlander, Jonathan Jensen
and Obornea Howe making their rattling duet
of"Under the Double Eagle" sound like four
pianos, not one. It is all most enjoyable from
"Ida, Sweet as Apple Cider" to "Darktown
Strutters Ball." This is a good-tempered tape
and I enjoyed it vastly. So will you. I would
have liked to tell you how much it costs, but I
can't.

Cassettes are auailable direct from Vestal
hess price $9-98 or in England from Leslie
Brou,n. Ed.

"Brass Whistle Ballyhoo": the Tangley
Calliaphone, VoL l. Tape Cassette No.
MRR 1OOf A61693. Marketed by Marion
Roehl Recordings, PO Box 97, Vestal,
NY 13850, USA.

Calliopes, as everyone knows, used to ride
the Mississippi riverboats last century. They
had brass whistles, and like locomotives were
sounded by high pressure steam, which
enabled them to be heard for miles. Happily
the instrument on this tape dates from 1930
and runs rather tamely on compressed air. It
once played in the circus of Ringling Brothers
and Barnum & Bailey. The picture with the
recording shows it outside under a flowering
cherry, looking for all the world like a picnic
table laden with bottles. Presiding at the
small keyboard is a genial figure in a summer
hat, but whether he is responsible for the
music or not, I cannot say.

I put on the tape rather timidly, for brass
whistles at high pressure sounded a bit
daunting, but I can report that the sound of
1lZ p.s.i. (and its generator) pulsing through
43 whistles is surprisingly sweet and persua-
sive, at least for a time. The music continued
with unremitting cheerfulness and such
remorseless vitality that I think the instru-
ment may well be operated not bY the
keyboard, but by the paper rolls it also plays.

Whatever the method, the music played on.
Pop tunes all compressed into 43 notes and
one rank; a sweet fortissimo. On the tape
went, on and on. Perhaps the best music are
the reams of marches - Sousa, Fu6ic -
everybody is there, pounding on. I don't know
how much the tape costs, but you must get
value for rnoney. It goes on and on. Ifs
something different, and perhaps you should
give it a try. But it does go on. I

NOTICE
The atlenti()n of members is drawn to the
fact that the appearancein The Music Box of
an advertiser's announcement does not in
uny way imply endorsement. approval or
recommendation of that advertiser and his
services by the editor of the journa I or by the
Musical Box Society of Great Brilain
Members are reminded that thcy must satisfy
themselves as to the ability of the advertiser
to serve or supply them

NEW MEMBERS
The Committee welcomes the following:
2017 S. Linder

Albuquerque, New Mexico
2018 S. Fisher

West Midlands
2019 K Lehman

Escondido, California, USA
2020 T. Callow

Lincolnshire
202L S. P. Greatrex

Middlesex
2022 F. J. Cook

Devon
2023 R. H. Gillingham

Surrey
2024 N. Griffin

Lancashire
2025 R lL Haiselden

Surrey
2026 D. R Lowde

Devon
2027 N. G. Rafferty

London
2028 J. G. Van Der Neut

Holland
2029 G. B. Toth

Scharmbecb W. Germany

2030 Miss. K Taylor
London

2031 Mr. & Mrs. F. Nix
California, USA

2032 J. McGlynn
Lancashire

2033 R. Siebert
Lancashire

2034 J. Woodhouse
Lancashire

2035 T. Longhurst
Surrey

2036 B. F. Walker Itr
Maryland, USA

Change of Address

0044 Dr. J. W. Fritz, Delaware, USA

0071 R A F. Benton, Isle of Wight

0652 Mrs. D. Kelley, Florida, USA

0737 J. E. Conway, Birmingham

1158 E. C. M. Hollingworth, London

1602 F. Robinson, Derbyshire

1718 Mrs. A. M. Bideru Hampshire

1977 R. Slater. Australia

RATES FOR DISPLAY ADVERTS
SPECIAL POSITIONS (offered as available).

Outside back cover (two colours):
(full colour, one photograph to max. size of
8 x 6" with square sides, large sizes €25 extra)

Inside covere: Full page
Half page

POSITIONS INSIDE JOURNAL (as available)
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

DISCOUNTS
Fou or more consecutive insertions with same copy
Four or more congecutive insertions with differing copy:
Tbo or more full page advertisements in the same edition:

These charges include tlaesetting but are exclusive of any artwork and canera work which nay be
required Hilf-tone, line,-and lire-and-tone negs plus artworlg design md layout facilities can be
prdvided if needed at additional cost Squued-up half-tones 99 each. Cut-out half-tones €12-50
each

SPECIAL COLOURS
If require4 advertisenents can be printed in a second colour. Rates available on application

Full page only 984.

E2t0
f,66
s36

954
€30
sr8

Area rate less 10%
Areo rat€ less 5%
Area rate less l0%
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LAST DATE FOR RECEIPT
OF ADVERTISEMENTS FOR
INCLUSION IN NEXT ISSUE:-
7th ocToBER 1986.

PLEASE NOTE NEW CHABGES.

Members: 9p per word (bold type 13p per word)
' Minimum cost each advertisement i2
Non-memben: l8p per word
(bold type 26p per word).

Minimum cosb each advertisement f4.

CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE TO:
Advertising Manager.
John M Powell 33 Birchwood Avenue,
Leeds 17, West Yorkshire LSlT 8PJ

FOR SALE
Nice selection of Player Pianos plus New
S/hand Rolls DueArt etc. Export service.
Laguna Rolls, Lagoon Road, Pagham, Sussex
PO21 4TH, England.
Recut Organette rolls and strips available
for many instruments. Schmidt's Music
Rolls, 5010 Elsmere Place, Bethesda,
Maryland 20814, U.S.A.
Cranfor{ New Jersey, U.S,.A. 1986 show
date: Sunday, Sept 2lst. Largest show and
sale of vintage phonographs, music boxes
and automated instruments in the Eastern
United States. One day only,8 am - 4 pm, no
early buyers fee. Visit us at the Best Western
Coachman Inn, adjacent exit 136, Garden
State Parkway. Hundreds attended our fall
event, come and see why. The motel offers
room discounts to collectors, as well as pick-
up service to nearby Newark AirporL For
further information contact: Lynn Biltoru
Box 25007, Chicago III 60625.

Syrnphonion 19%" discs, a good complete
upright coin-op Polyphon, Congreve rolling
ball cloclc Would exchange antique mahogany
cameras. John McGlyrn, Blackpool (0253)
63996.
Annular Discs l35x Ariosa 113/r".
10x Phoenix 12%"
65x Intona 83/".
Kalliope Discs: 7 x l3%", lO x 9",9 x 14V".
Symphonion Discs: 10 x l3%". Mira 5 xgth".
TeL 0706 224617.
50 Hupfeld Phonola rolls. 25 Kalliope 173/t"
discs. 25 Kalliope 20%" discs. Offers to A.
Prinsen, Oostjachtpark 15, 2700 Sint-
Nicklaas, Belgium.
Harp Attachment for Aeolian pipe organ;
perfect. Symphonion "Lyra". Celestina.
Keyboard dulcime4 believed 'one-off for
B.B.C. Aeolian rolls; 46- 58- and 116-note.
Table Polyphon cabinet" l5%". Rolls: Ampico.
Duo-ArL Polyphon discs. 6|6" to 241h", but
not22" , which are wanted. John Broadwood
square piano. Tel: 0533 402374.

Symphonion 19'l", coin operated, with Disc
bin and ten discs. In beautiful condition and
first class working order. Offers over !2000.
Tel: Grimsbv @4721 815947.
8O Key Mortier Late 40's style. Full visible
percussion, accordion and saxophone.
Coloured light changes from registers. Good
original condition Fully overhauled accordion
Look and sounds very well Approx. 2tA lvs of
dance music with some marches, very handy
size 9 ft long, 6 ft 6 ins wide, 7 ft high.
Price for quick sale f8,500. Space needed.
TeL Bourne (0778) 425178 Evenings.
Musical Photo Album, German c.1900,
i140. Nickel Musical Carriage Clock
1120, American c.1900. Small old hand wind
musical box f35, collection of Barograph
Barometers and mahogany Studio and
Hand Cameras c.lg00.
Tel: Blackpool (0253) 63996.

6,sY.ts6s

Nancv Fratti

2(X) Aeolian chest magrets Late type,
Bakelitc. All in good conditioq ready installed
in chests. G. Whitehesd, Editor, Musical
Box. TeL 0203 361800.

WAIVTED
Advertising and display material, als<r
postcards. G. Whitebead, Editor.
Violano Virtuoso Roll frame in any condition
provided more or less complete and suitable
for copying. Keith Bonner, 150 High Street
Harriseahea4 Stoke-on-Trent Sfi 4JK
9%" Polyphon Discs (one or more). M. S.
Calvert" Calverts Hotel, Newpori Isle of
Wight. 0983 525281.
M.B.S.G.B. member would like to acquire
Street Piano in good order also a street
barrel organ, playing or restorable. (Heywoo4
Lancs.) 0?06 66021.
Discs Wanted: Thorens 8". Symphonion 7".
Kalliope 17". Tel; OTOB 224617.

EXCHANGE
I wish to exchange postcards on mechanical
music; street organs, phonographs etc., with
readers of the Music Box. Claude MarchaL
CH 1451, Bullel Switzerland.

Send in your classified.
for the next edition

NOW!!!

Deadline Dates for Copy
September 15.

For Advertisements
October 7.

Posting of next edition,
7 November.

Specialist in
Antique Music Boxes and

Restoration Supplies.

Ofiers You:
MUSIC BOXES: DISC and CYLINDER Music Boxes in many sizes and styles. All are fully restored and guaranteed. S€nd wants

(Due to fast turnover, no listing available).

DISCS:

PANCHRON IA ANTIQUITT ES
Post Office Box 28

Whitehall. New York 12887.

Over 2000 discs in stock for many machines. Send yourspecific wants plus 50c postage and I'll send you a FREE
listing of discs cunently in stock for your machine....OR....send $3 00 and receive a listing of ALL discs in stock.
All discs listed by number, title and condition. (overseas, $4.fi)). .

RESTORATION Governor Jewels, pin straighteners, damper wire in 7 sizes, damper pins in 4 sizes, tip wire, slitting discs, Geneva
SUPPLIES: stop parts, pawls, comb steel, ratchet wheels, Regina moldings, lid pictures, paper goods, keys and much, much

more! 30pg. catalogonly $4.00 (Fully illustrared). (overseas, $5.00) REFUNDABLE.

TUNE CARDS: Fully illustrated caralog of 80 different styles of reproduction tune cards for Cylinder boxes. Some in original
multi-color! Send $1.50 (overseas $2.50).

BROCHURE: "So, You Want to Buy aMusic Box.... Things to Look For". Originally presented by me as a lecture at an MBS
meeting, made into a booklet tellingthe basic workings of a music box movement and how to look for potential
mechanical problems. Send $1.50 (overseas $2.50).

IBUYTOO!!
I'm always interested in purchasing Music Boxes in any condition; Discs -any size, any quantity; automala;

mfisic box parts. Prompt, courteous and confidential service.

Your SATISFACTION is always GUARANTEED!
TERMS: US Currency OR Bonk Chrk in US Fundr
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JACK
DONOVAN

93, PORTOBELLO ROAD,

LONDON, W.ll.

Telephone

0L -727 - 1485

Specialist in
Mechanical Music

Automata
Singing Birds
Music Boxes

Polyphons

Juvenalia
Unusual Clocks

Phonographs
Gramophones

&c

ROBERT KANE TRENDER

Specialist Restorer of Disc Musical Boxes

Seven point Five. Drayson Mews. Kensington.London.W8

or.937.3247
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SOTHEBY'S
t-()t'Nl)t.l) 1711

Dolls, Automata,fryr,
Tiilkins Machines and Mechanical

I{usical Instruments

LONDON
TUESDAY 23RD SEFTTEMBER AT 2.3OPM

A 27 inch Regina Sublima disc musical box,
American, c. 1900, 84cm. wide. Estimatc /'2.5(X)- 3.5(X)

An Ariston Organette, German,
late lgth century 35cm. wide.

Estimate f400-600.

A Nicole Freres grand lormat cylinder
musical box. Swiss, c. 1880.97cm. wide.

Estimate {4.000-6.000.

AJohrr Lonolarr 2(Ikcy
chantbcr barrcl org:rn. Errglish.
carly l9th ccntury, l.58cnr. high.

llstinratc f 1,200-1.8(X).

A Grcnicr & Brcnrond 'Hiddcn Bclls
and Tw<rpcr-Trrrn' cylindcr nrusical box.

Swiss. c. 1870. 7lcm. widc.
Estinratc {1.800-2.5(X).

For further information on this sale, and requests for lavistrly illustrated
catalogue please contactJon Baddeley.

Sotheby's,34-35 New Bond Street, London WIA 2AA, Telephone: (01) 493 8080. Telex: 24454 SPBLON G.
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Fully restored Mills
Violano Virtusoso in
mahogany case.

Symphonion Eroica.
Coin operated.

*

#

* Lochmann 1OO Disc piano
Orchestrion in Art
Nouveau style. Light oak
case.

* 1gu/r" Polyphon on disc
bin, complete with
15 discs.

$ Hopefully always in stock!
A good range of Disc
Boxeg Cylinder Boxes,
Phonog raphg Organettes
etc.

m
v?'

b

15 The Market Place, Wells, Somerset BA5 2RF Tel (0749) 76203


